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(FOREMOST PAPER IN HARDING COUNTY.)
None, with Charity for AD, and with Firmness in the Risrht'
toward
Malice
"With
Roy, Maiding County
jsew Mexico, hatrday, January 21, 1922.
The
Spanish-America-

i. A1A.

FOR

D

LIFE

ANOTHER BASEBALL PITCH
ER? NO?

has been so congenial and good
Matured all week to the custom
ers and clerks at the Roy Trad
ing Co., Store, but it is easy answered for his wife presented
him with "another baseball pitch
er?" No, just a sweet little girl
last Saturday evening, yes an 8
pounder too,- - and they say she
is just as fine looking as her
mother. Of course the daddy
and mother are both peeved because she was not a boy, but
"Dock" says what's the use of
complaining, girls are better
than boys anyway and too Fran
cis needed a little sister anyway.
Dr. Plumlee tells us all concerned are doing nicely and that
will soon leave
Docks' frown
him.
.,!;'

A very- - beautiful wedding
took place at the H. Gray home
in the west part of town last
Sunday at 3 o'clock when Bishop
II. M. DuBose of the M. E. Church pronounced the words that
made Alfred M. Davnport and
Miss Aletha Gray man and and
wife. Bishop DuBose is a great
uncle of the bride and happened
to be in Roy on business connected with the church and accepted
the opportunity to unite the
happy couple in marraige.
Only a few guests were present
at the nuptials; Miss Dollie
Drown played the wedding march
and the ceremony following was
very beautiful. The bride was
attired in a beautiful white georgette gown with only a touch CAN USE BRIDGE ACROSS
of color, and the groom wore the THE CANADIAN AT LOconventional black.
GAN SATURDAY, JANM. Davenport the groom is out
UARY 21
of Roy's young men that we all
are proud of, and one that nas
He
J. J. Ilyder of Logan, was in
made good on the mesa.
came here from Mo. many years the city today aid said to the
ago and when the call to Arms American that the foreman of
was made in the late World War the work on the Logan bridge
Al, as we like to call him, was informéd him that traffic may
one of the first to go and while be commencd oyer the new
in training in California he was bridge not later than Saturday.
kicked by a mule and was laid January 21. Everything is finin the hospital ished except the approach from
- up for months
and altho he was one of the later th north side. This is the larones discharged, he never had gest and most expensive bridge
New Mexico. The span is 420
. the opportunity to go to France. in
He is a young man of sterling feet. Tucumcari American.
character and we are sure Aletha
will never regret the day when fXOYD SCOTT SERIOUSLY
she took Al for her future helpHURT
mate.
''''
Mrs. Davenport the bride is
Lloyd
was seiiously hurt
the eldest daughter of Mr. and Tuesday Scott
when the
afternoon
Mrs, IL A. Gray of this place and
en
became
riding
he
was
horsé
Roy
for
has been a resident of
gate
tangled
wat
in
that
a
we
the past several years and is tying on the ground
and fell wiü
one of the accomplished young
internally
ant
him
injuring
him
leader
a
ladies of Roy. She is
concussion';
causing
probably
in Church work and for the past
"v
' '
;,
spvpval veara has been a student the brain.
" ; HJ was picked up uncdnciou
be
ánd
we
schools
in the Roy
home and l)r
lieve too that Al has made a line 'in taken to his
time of goto
called
th
but
Self
election in the one he has
morning
Thursday
ing
to
press
for life service.
conciousness.
regained
not
lad
wed
The guests present at the
ding were: Mr. and Mrs. F. S. Just how serious his injuries
Brown, Mr. and Mrs. S. E. Pax-to- ire has not been determined.
It sems as if a horse had run
Mrs. E. W. Paxton, Mr. and
thru,-th'.gate and thru it open
Mrs.
and
Mr.
Justice,
L.
C.
Mrs.
and Mr. Leather-naroad
into
the
Ray Carr, Bishop DuBose, Rev.
field after the
in
the
was
Fen
Jessie
Terrall, Dollie Brown.
'
"'; the
der, Walter Irwin, Holm er Hol- horse intending t: :
got
hovse
gate
fron
the
he
when
Abermes, John Whiting, Ellis
Lloyd
anu
field
and
the
ie
Brown
. nathy and Delbert
After the ceremony a two cour Craig were coming on the.roacse luncheon was served and all on horseback and were watchLeatherman and did not
departed wishing the happy cou- is?f; Mr.ffca
.mill f'noiv
'
ple much joy.
TTnrlmihtprilv this VOimff COUOle
have a bright iuture before them; horses fell knocking both boye
liters and Mr
and there is every reason to be-- . unconcious. lh
and the
help
got
Leatherman
a
of
making
have
the
they
lieve
real American home, the kind of boys were removed to the Scott
home we need here in the west, ;home and Dr. Self called; Jimmie
and the Spanish American ex- - regained conciousness in a few
tnds to them all those best wish hours, Dut Lloyd who was the
es that go to make life a path-' -' worst injured is still unconcious
and in a very serious condition
way of roses.
:
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On Account of
The Very Slow
Collections
We have decided to sell for cash only, this to
take effect immediately, and we can mak no ex'
'
' '
ceptions.
been
Thi3 is not from choice as we have
doing a credit business ever since we have been
established here, and have tried every other
method before coming to this decision.
Those of our friends that have been paying
every thrrty days we want to continue in the
same manner, but we cannot open any new accounts.
.
We are going to cut our prices to where
.the will be as low or lower than any cash store
in the country, and we want you to spend your
;.
cash with us, we will give you the

Most for your money
We consider all our accounts and notes past
due and ask our customers to come in and pay in
full or make some satisfactory arrangement
whereby they will be paid in the near future,,

BODY OF PRIVATE ELMER December 16th, and was sent NEW METHODIST CHURCH SEVERAL THOUSAND BUSH
COLE LAID TO REST IN
to Fort Bliss and arrived in Roy
TO BE ERECTED IN ROY
ELS OF CORN DESTROYED
,. January
ROY CEMETERY
lltll. '
BY FIRE
At the time of his death El
All arrangements have been
A fire of probably incendiary
The body of Private Elmer mer was 20 years, 6-- months ana made for the erection of a new
Methodist Church South in Roy. origin destroyed several thousCole which arrived in Roy last 9 days of age.
Llmer was a fine speciman of The lots have been purchased and bushels of corn last Wednesr
Wednesday noon, was laid to re.
m the beautiful Roy Cemetery manhood, vigorous and full of and actual work will be started day for John McDaniel who live3
Friday afternoon with full mil- ambition, always ready and will within the next few weeks. The about 12 miles north of Roy.
ing to do everything possible to site chosen is one block east of
itary honors.
The corn was snapped and in
The funeral, probably the larg- relieve-- suffering humanity and the Christian Church and the a large rick of about 4000 bush-- .
est in attendance of any held at to help his parents and sisters church will face the south.
els and Mr. McDaniel was ready
The buildiner will cost about to shred same within a few days.
Roy., took place in the Christian and brother.
He is greatly missed on the $3,000 without the basement and
Church and the large church was
The first he noticed of he
crowded to its utmost capacity mesa and in the public schools probably $4,000 with the base- fire was a reflection on the house
and a large number were even and during the funeral last Wed- ment ; Just whether the base about 10 P. M. and he hurried
unable to get within the church nesday every business house in ment will be arranged depends out to the burning corn, and disand listen to the beautiful ser- Roy and the entire public schools altogether on whether enough covered it afire on each end and
mon of Rev. Cook from the win- were closed to do honor to the subscriptions can be raised to do one in the middle of the rick.
this extra work.
dows and doors of the building brave soldier boy.
The fire had gained such a
The Spanish American extends
At the services last Sunday headway that he could do nothThe American Legian, Ro
Post, had full charge of the fun the deepest sympathy to the be- morning and evening, over
0 ing but watch it burn.
in subscriptions were raised
and reaved father, sisters and brotheral and three
The loss will amount to nearly
acted as pall- er and other relatives in their by Bishop Dubose and the trus- $2000 as Mr. McDaniel had no in
three
bearers of their dead comrade. renewed sorrow in the burial of tees will receive a loan of $1,000 surance on the corn.
from the Home Board ; this gives
All
and soilors march their brave soldier boy.
This makes the second fire in
ing from the undertaking parlor
the congregation a nice start on the past few weeks. A few Sun
to the church followed by numer
the road to success.
days ago the barn, and feed on
CARD OF THANKS
'
The building will be in the the W. H. McCarsrer Ranch was
ous relatives and mends of the '
Thru the columns of the Span- form n L. and the wing will destroyed by fire which was pro
deceased.
The funeral oration by Rev. ish American, we wish to thank be used as a parsonage for the .bablv If incendiary origin.
Cook, minister of the Christian our many friends and relatives present year and until the par
Mr. McDaniel has no enemys
Church of which Elmer was b for their kindness shown us dur sonage can be built and later he knows of and cannot fathom
member, was one of the most ing the burial of our Darling this wing will be used as a Sun- the reason for the harming him
beautiful oration ever heard in boldier Boy. We want especial- - day School Room.
in this manner.
thankRev. Cooke for his
Roy, In the oration, Rev. Coold'y.
The location is ideal for a
Everything possible is being
wurus, church and will add much to the done to find the guilty parties
paid glowing tributes to oui lYLiiu aim oj'iJiyctuiiz.Mig
Soldier boys, both in living and The American Legion for the part of the town in which it is and if discovered there will pro
bably be a neck tie party.
dead, and also to the parents ot honor and assistance shown and built.
our heroes, for were not the par- I. C. Dódds for his care of the
The
workTrustees are still
ents who gave up their sons, May God reward each one of ing on the subscription list and
NOTICE
you.
equal heroes to the boys who
Monday, January 23rd-- , 1 will
if you have not already given to be absolutely on
B. F. Cole and children.
gave up their lives for their
a. cash .basis
this worthy cause, see Rev.
Country ; both made the great
with everyone. I am to tbe point
or some member of the where I cannot extend credit to
sacrifice and. both deserve equal
The high school- orchestra is
í-- '
praise. '
practicing 'regularly "and are trastees and give .what you san anyone.
The music at the funeral was making excellent progress. Mr. to help the Methodist people
F. 8. BROWN..
furnished by the male quartette Cope the instructor iaf orms us
have a house of worship in Roy.:
of1 a regular place of worho rendered several numbers that the High
School will soon
For the, past several months need
of sacred music, before and afship and any aid given them wil
'iave a fine orchestra and ready they have been worshipirg in the
ter the funeral oration.
be highly appreciated by the
Lucero building and Wi bad in Methodist people.
After the services at thq church tb play for ihe public.
were ended the beautiful" flag
draped casket containing, all of
gffaaaBBgBgwt
the mortal remains of Elmer Cole
were taken to the Roy Cemetery
followed by hundreds of mourtt-- '
r
v& and at the grave
can Legion burial 'honors werjS
extended by. the boys to their de.
parted comrad. The salute. was
fired and taps were sounded and
the body was laid away to await
the call of the Great General of
the Universe.
,

Alfred M. Davenport and Miss
The many friends of "Dock"
Aletha Gray Happily Wedded McCargo
are wondering why he
Sunday
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A Profitable Place to Trade.
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LIFE SKETCH
Charles Elmer Cole was bom
ear Cameron, Milan County, Tex
as on the 16th., day of April,
1898, and yet when a small boy
of two years his mother was tak

For a
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Your Individual Measure
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How about that pair of

Bresj Pumps

la

the - United ; States!

s
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Two big lots, specially priced, at

!2,95 per pair
Don't forget our

BLANKET SALE
Lot number one- - specially priced at $2.55
Lot number two- - specially rriced at $4.95

ASK FOR YOUR TICKETS
Your's may be the lucky number.

!

arrived

all wool suit

To select from- - &nd made to

UlUVtiU IV

New Mexico, settling on a home
stead about 6 miles southeast of
Roy arídunder went all the hard
ships that go with the building
up of a new country. Elmer had
to go 6 and 7 miles
to
Roy and walked this long distance for years, building up his
education, passing thru the grades and entering high school when
the world war called for volunteers." He started to high school
in the fall of 1917 and attended
until February Í9Í8, but during
these days he went to Postmas
ter Johnson almost daily offer
ing himself to his country, but
on account of his parents and
his age he was not accepted un
til February 3, when his plead
ings became so great that his
parents gave their consent and
he was sent to Foil Bliss where
he was attached to the 4th Bal
loon Co. and later sent to San
Antonio, Texas. After a few
months drilling on this side he
was rushed to France in the
summer of 1918 and was under
arduous training; On October 25
Elmer with two comrads were
sent to destroy a number of hand
grenades, taken from the Germans. It seems as if the boys
were throwing the grenades to
ha ve them explode and have prac
tice at the same time. One of
the boys thru a grenade at the
same time Elmer did, and the
grenade struck the one Elmer
had thrown, causing an explosion
of the two grenades only a few
feet from the boys. Both were
jtorn and bruised with shrapnel
and were rushed to a hospital
and Elmer died a few days later. The body was laid to rest
in a beautiful French Cemetery
at that time and was removed
tho fore part of November and

two-piec- e

4

200 Samples

en away from, him and he was
icj-an vi uiiuu. ill
ills lalil
to Walters, Oklahoma
er ,moved
.
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St Louis Woman Relieved

by

Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound
St Louia, Mo. "I was bothered

With cramps and pains every month and
,
load backache and
had to go to bed as I
could not work. My
mother and my
whole familyalwaya
took Lydia E. Pink- -

r.

'.'

Camilla
Spanish - Kenyon
Doubloons
cd

7
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THE BOBBS.MERRILL
COMPANY
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(CHAPTER

Continued.)
, .'"
This unique proceeding on Cookie's
Compound for such
part necessarily awoke the Interest
ii
troubles and the
l
"
i i! induced me to try it both of the recovered Cuthbert Vane,
and it has helped mo Just emerging
after his prolonged
very much. 1 don't slumbers,
and of the trio who had at
have cramps any
.
more, and 1 can do that moment returned from the woods.
my housework all through the month. Importuned for an explanation, Cookie
I recommend your Vegetable Compound arose from his devotional posture and
to my friends for female troubles."
put the portentous query:
Mrs. Delia Scholz, 1412 Salisbury
"MIstah Vane, sah, be dey any prop- fitreet, St Louis, Mo.
on dls yere Island?"
ah
Just think for a moment Lydia E.
Instantly connecting my absence
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound has
been in use for nearly fifty years. It is with this, terrible question, Aunt Jane
prepared from medicinal plants, by the shrieked and fell into the arms of
utmost pharmaceutical skill, and superior methods. The ingredients thus
combined in the Compound correct the
conditions which cause such annoying
symptoms as had been troubling Mrs.
Scholz. The Vegetable Compound exercises a restorative influence of the most
desirable character, correcting the trouble in a gentle but efficient manner.
This is noted, by the disappearance, one

ham's

VIII

Vegetable

11

"'íé

...

coffin-woo-

after another,
symptoms.

of the disagreeable
,

NotLingTooGood for Your Ford
Great little call Make it neater
i
.i enana
i
j
ipy icotuxng roe
, ramo anai
hake with

ADVANCE

Cork Insert
Brake Lining
for Ford
Write for intenatini book
why Cork knelt opt
chatter and cattle.
And next tine you tot
hnini teD Tour dealer to
Lueft."
-t- out

Vrt

ADVANCE

AUTOMOBILE

ACCESSORIES

CORP.

1723 Prairie Aramia, Chicago

1

SPANISH-AMERICA-

0O

LÁTÉ
Death only amáttef of short time.
Don't wait until pains and aches
become incurable diseases. Avoid
painful consequences by taking

CQLQ1ÍEDAL

d

Cookie took his hands out of the water and wiped off the suds, casting
about stealthy and mysterious glances.
Then he rolled a dubious eye at me.
"What was it, Cookie?" I urged.
"War am Cap'n now?"
"Down on the beach ; he can't possibly hear you."'
"You won't say nothin' to git Cookie
In a rumpus?"
"Cross my heart to die, Cookie."
"Well, den" Cookie spoke in a
hoarse whisper "Cap'n say he forgit
to take his gun ca'trtdges. Ml3s Jinny,
when he come back, I see hlra empty
his gun ca'trldges out'n his belt and
put back his pistol cartridges. So dere
now I"

I turned from Cookie, too surprised to
peak.
Why had Captain Magnus
been at pains to Invent a He about so
trivial a matter? I recalled, too, that
Mr. Shaw's question had confused him,
that he had hesitated and stammered
before answering It, Why? Was he
a bad shot and ashamed of it? Had
he preferred to say that he had taken
the wrong ammunition rather than admit that die could get no bag? That
must be the explanation,' because there
was no other. Certainly no imaginable errand but the one assigned could
have taken the captain to the other
side of the island.
Several days went by, and still the
treasure was unround. Of course, as
the unexplored space In the cave contracted, so daily the probability grew
stronger that Fortune would shed her
golden smile upon us before
night.
Nevertheless, It seemed to me that the
optimistic spirits of most were beginning to flag a little. OnlyMr. Shaw,
though banned as a confirmed doubter
and pessimist, now by the exercise of
will kept the others to their task. As
for Captain Magnus, his restlessness
was manifest. Several times he had
Aunt Jane Shrieked and Fell Into the suggested blowing the lid off the island
Arms of Mr. Tubbs.
.with dinamite as the shortest method
of getting at the gold. He' was always
Mr. Tubbs.
I got the story from
on solitary excursions Invanishing
1
Cuthbert Vane, and I must say was land.
(
unpleasjtntiy struck by the facility
remarked, scornfully,
Mr. Tubbs
with which my aunt seemed to have
man with a': nose for money
a
that
fallen' into Mr. Tubbs' embrace as If ought
to have smelled out the chest
with the ease of .habit. Mr Tubbs, it
before this, but if his own nasal powappeared, had staggered a little un- ers
were of that character he did not
der his fair burden, which was not to offer to empioy'them In the service, of
be wondered at, for Aunt Jane Is of
Hlgglesby-Brownthe expedition.'. Miss
an overflowing style of figure and Mr.
however, bad taken to retirTubbs more' remarkable for brain than ing to
the. hut for long, private sessions
brawn. Violet, however, remained ad- with herself. My aunt reverentially
mirably calm, and exhorted Aunt Jane explained
their purpose."' The hiding-plac- e
to remember that whatever happened
of the chest. .being of course'
it was all for the best.
known to the Universal Wisdom, all
"To
"Poor Violet," I commented.
Violet had to do was to put herself
1"
happen
think that, after all, it didn't
in harmony and the knowledge Would
A slow flush Tose to the cheeks of be hers;
The difficulty waá that you
the beautiful youth. He was sitting bad
first to overcome 'your, Mundane
supwas
where
I
beside the hammock,
Consciousness. .. To accomplish this
posed to be recuperating.
Violet was struggling in the hut.
"It would have happened, though,"
After my meeting with Captain MagsolemnCuthbert
said the Honorable
nus in the forest, Lookout rfdge was
ly, "If It hadn't been for old Shaw. I
barred to uie. Crusoe and I must do
can't get over It, Vlr Miss Virginia, our rambling In other directions.
you
myself,
on
deck
that I wasn't
This being so, I bethought me again
know. Here's old Dugald been doing
of the wrecked sloop lying under the
the heroic all his Ufe, and now he cliffs on the north shore of the cove.
gets his chance again while I'm sleepI remembered, that there, had seemed
ing off those bally coconuts. It's hard
on a chap. I I wish It had been me."
However dubious his grammar, there
was no mistaking the look that brightened like the dawn In the depths of
his clear eyes. My breath went from
me suddenly.
"Oh," I cried excitedly, "isn't that
yes, I thought It was the dinner
gong!"
For, as If In response to my dire
need, the clang of Cookie's gong
echoed through the Island silences.
.
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The world's standard remedy for Iddney,
liver, bladder and uric acid troubles the
National Remedy of Holland sine 1696.
Three sizes, all druggists.
look for the name Gold Medal on tnrf bos
and accept no imitation

Cuticura Soap
SHAVES
Without Mug
Cntteurm

Soap is the favorita for laf

truor thcrioff.

PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM

Samaren

Reatnrea Color and
Beaofy to Gray and Faded Hairl
auo.

ana

i.w

uruirBi.w.

ntivi Chcm. Wtea. PatcboB ur, W. T.
Ramoraa On,
HINDERCORNS
etc., atopa all palo, enaurea comfort to tiia

.lonaea.

makpa walking eapv. lAo. by mall or at Pru
Ciaia. lilaoox Chemical Worka, Patolugaa.il. I.c
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' The Oldest V. C. Hero.
Sergt. George Richardson, ninety
years old, of Toronto, Is the oldest
V. C. hero.
He placed a wreath on
the grave of. America's unknown soldier on Armistice day In behalf of
Cunnda's veterans. Queen Victoria
decorated htm with the V. C. for his
heroism In the Indian mutiny In 1S58.
The Argonaut.

,

CHAPTER

IX.

What Crusoe and I Found.
When after those poignant moments
in the boat I met Dugald Shaw In
commonplace fashion at the table, a
sudden, queer, altogether unprece
dary.
dented shyness seized me. I sat look
ing down at my plate with the
gaucherle of a silly child.
Have You A Daughter ?
During the meal Mr. Shaw asked
How to Take Proper Care of Her Health Captain Magnus If he had had good
Hastings. Nebr. "When I was about sport on the. other side of the Island.
sixteen years of age I caught a severe Captain Magnus, as usual, had seemed
cold which caused irregularity and sufferto feel that time consecrated to eating. My mother gave me Dr. Pierce's
At
ing was wasted in conversation.
Favorite Prescription and four bottles
con
point-blanquestion
he
started
this
of it completely restored my health.
and finally exAnd in all these years I have not had the fusedly, stuttered,
least sign of woman's weakness, but plained that though he had taken a rille
have always maintained unusual health,
he had carried along pistol cartridges,
which I- think is due entirely to the
so had come home with an empty bag.
Favorite Prescription that my mother
At this moment I happened to be
cave to me when I was developing. I looking
at Cookie, who was setting
have been enthusiastically recommenddown a dish before Mr. Tubbs. The
ing Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription
for forty years and shall continue to do negro started visibly, and rolled his
eyes at Captain Magnus with astonso as long as I live." Mrs. Eilen Heun,
211 N. Burlington Ave.
ishment depicted in every dusky feaGet the Prescription today from your ture. He said nothing, although wont
druggist liquid or tablets.
to take part in our conversation as it
suited him, but I saw him shake his
great grizzled bead In a disturbed and
puzzled fashion as he turned away.
After this a chill settled on the table. You felt a disturbance in the air,
as though wireless currents were
crossing and recrosslng In general conF.iiCE fusion.
As I passed Cookie at his dishpan,
Always use the genuine
after dinner, a sudden thought struck'
me.
&
"Cookie," I remarked, "you had a
knlUUng
for
fotoea tbeee poet to run from the
frightfully queer look just now when
later aud f reab. air.
Battac Tfcaa Trapa
limad- f or U
Captain Magnus told about having
UirecUona la ta langoatea la every box.
What
'a ken the wrong cartridges.
M and ti n. "Money back If It falla."
U.S. Oovaramaat baja It.
vas the matter
From the French,
The French for "What shall I say
of It?" is qu'en dlral, and that has
been corrupted Into our word quanDerivation

r

2üd

STEARNS' ELECTRIC

ROACH PASTE

RAT

-

f

'

I

Made Out a Word Here and There.

a way "down the cliffs. I resolved to visit the sloop again. The

to be

terrible practicability of the beautiful
youth made it difficult to indulge lñ romantic musings In his presence. And
to me a derelict brings a keener tang
of romance than any other relic of
man's multitudinous and futile strivings.

The descent of the gully proved an
easy matter, and soon I was on the
sand beside the derelict Sand had
heaped up around her hull, and filled
her cockpit level with the rati, and
drifted down the companion, Stuffing
the little cabin nearly to the roof.
Only the bow rose free from the
white smother of sand.
Whatever
wounds there were in her burled sides
were h'drten. Yon felt that some wild
caprice of the storm had lifted her
down here, not too roughand set-bly, then whirled away and left her
to the sand.
Crusoe slipped into the narrow apace
er

;

Spohn's Distemper Compound

shoe-buckl-

bfown-covere-

close-writte- n

'

well-know- n

well-know-

-

'

shoe-buckl-

'

"Lit-lom-

'

cross-bone-

Will your "Good Morning9
last all day?

or-wi-

n

k

toiíírríiSfs

o)nfo)nfr

under the roof of the cabin, and I
leaned Idly down to watch him through
a warped seam between the planks.
Then I found that I was looking, not
at Crusoe, but Into a little dim
like a locker, In which some
WARNING I Say "Bayer" when you buy Aspirin.
small object faintly caught the light.
With a revived hope of finding relics,
I got out my knife a present from
Unless you see the name "Bayer" on tablets, you are
Cuthbert Vane and set briskly to
not getting genuine Aspirin prescribed by physicians
work widening the seam.
I penetrated finally Into a small
over 22 years and proved safe by millions for v
set In the angle
locker or cubby-holRheumatism
under the roof of the cabin, and, as
Headache
Colds
.
subsequent investigation showed, so
Neuritis
Neuralgia
:
Toothache
placed as to attract no notice from the
Pain, Pain
casual eye. I ascertained this by
Lumbago
Earache
lying down and wriggling my head
and shoulders Into the cabin. In othAccept only "Bayer" package which contains proper directions.
er words, "I had happened on a little
Handy "Bayer" boxes of 12 tableta Also bottles of 24 and 100 Druggists.
private depository, In which the owní Bajar Manufactura of MoooaoeUcacUaater of Salicjllcacid
Aaplrla la toa traía mark
er of the sloop might stow away certain 'small matters that concerned him
DISTEMPER AMONG EORSES Successfully Treated With
Intimately.
Yet the contents of the
locker at first seemed trifling. They
were an
chased silver
At thta tima of year borsas ara Habla to contract contagion
d
manand a
dlaeaaea DISTEMPER, INFLUENZA. COUGHS and COLDS. Aa
"SPOHN'S"
a preventiva against theae, an occasional dose of
,
uscript book.
Aa a remedy for caaea already Bufferia marveloualjr effective.
The book had suffered much from
ing, "BI'OHN'S" ia equally effective. Give It aa a preventiva.
Don't watt. 60 centa and f 1.20 per bottle at drug atorea.
dampness, whether of rains or the
OOHHEN, INDIANA
BFOUM MEDICAL COMPANY
wash of the sea. I seated myself on
the cabin roof, extracted a hairpin, and HAD TO FALL BACK ON LUNCH PLAYER FORCED TO PROTEST
began carefully separating the
pages. The first three or four Seemed the Only Thing Left to Which London Ladles So Annoyed Pianist
were quite Illegible, the Ink having
That He Was Compelled to Voice
Host Could Invite His Ar- - .
run. Then the writing became clearHis Grievance.
tistio Friends.
er. I made out a word .here and
.
there:
London has been amused - by the
Mr. Hemlng tells an amusing little
"....directions vague.... my grand- Incident to disprove the general be- publication of the notice that Mr.
man a ruffian but.... no m- lief that artists are temperamental; Pouishnoff, the Russian pianist now
father
otive.... police of Havana. .. .frightful dissipated creatures who thrive on the playing there, has had to paste on his
den.... grandfather made sure.... reg- white lights. In the ancient days be- front door, begging people in general,
istry.... Bonny Lass...."
fore prohibition Mr. Hemlng was In and the ladles lu particular, to leave
And at that I gave a small excited New York to Invite American-artis- ts
him alone. "Mr. Pouishnoff," the noshriek which brought Crusoe to me in to exhibit In the Canadian national ex- tice runs, "begs politely to Inform
a hurry.
What had he to do, the hibit In Toronto. Gardner Symons, the these ladies who derive pleasure from
muwriter of this journal, what had he
n
American artist, Invited calling uninvited .on
qualifisocial
no
to do with .the Bonny Lass?
he
has
sicians
thnt
anWaugh,
Hemlng and Frederick
Breathlessly I read on:
other leading artist, to dinner at the cations whatever, and that except for
"....thought captain still living but National Arts club. "Let's go' down his planistlc art he Is the most uninnot sure.... lost.... Benito Bon..'.."
and have a cocktail before lunch," said teresting of men. He will be extremeI closed the book. Now, while the Symons. ' "I never take anything," ly grateful if he is, allowed to live the
coast was clear, I must get back to said Hemlng.
"Neither do I," said peaceful life of a bachelor hermit."
camp. It would" take hours, perhaps Waugh.
Symons laughed.
"Thnt's It seems that he is besieged by
young ladies who no!
days, to decipher the Journal which funny," he said.
"Neither do I, but
had suddenly become of such supreme anyway we'll have some cigars." "I only want autographs, but want him
importance.
I must smuggle it unob- don't smoke," said Waugh.
"And I to 4lay for them. Every public man
served into my own quarters, where don't smoke," said Hemlng. . "Well, this who has been pestered in this way
I could read at my leisure. As I set is a great joke," said Symons. "I will applaud Mr. Pouishnoff for his,
e
out I dropped the silver
don't smoke, either, but I thought you reply : "If you want to hear me play,
Into my pocket, smiling to think that fellows would at least take a cigar. my recitals are always open to you."
It was I who had discovered the first Say, you eat, don't you? because I've
'
World's Richest Playwright.
bit of precious metal on the Island. ordered lunch."
The Rockefeller among playwrights
Yet the book in my hand, I felt inIs Franz Molnar, of Budapest, whp
stinctively, was of more value than
Sensible Moon.
many
We were out riding one moonlight Is- reputed to have more gold than the
Safely In. my hammock, with a pilnight, and It soon became cloudy and Austrian treasury, says the Mentor
Molnar Is best known In
low under which I could slip the book started to rain. Marlon asked where Magazine.
"
In case of .Interruption, I resumed the the moon had gone. I tried to.explain the United States for Ills plays,
and "The Devil." The millionaire
reading. From this point on, although
that the clouds had come between the
the writing was somewhat faded, it moon and us, but she wasn't satisfied playwright Is said to be extremely
was all, with a little effort, legible.
with that and offered her own expla- eccentric. He lives in, an obscure hotel on a Danube Island, which he
,
nation.
DIARY.
THE
Is.
favors because it can be reached by
moon,
where
went
know
the
It
"I
"If Sampson did live to "tell his
bridge. He mistrusts bouts and nevSecret, then any day there may bé a under the cloud 'cause it didn't want
uses them. er
News
Cleveland
get
Leader.
wet."
to
cannot
offing.
And; still I
sail in the
find it! Oh, If my grandfather had
Ambition is merely a nightmare
Often a woman mistakes audacity In
been more worldly wise! If he hadn't
prob- preceded by a deep slumber and folshe
Is
bravery,
man
a
and
for
on
the eternal welfare
been too Intent
lowed by a rude awakening.
of the man he rescued from the Ha- ably right. ,
vana tavern brawl to question him
Listen to conscience and conscience
The average woman acts first and
about his' story. A cave on Leeward
will instantly raise its voice.
over
afterward.
thinks
it
then
island nearby a stone marked with
s
the letters B. H. and a
T told the captain,' said the poor dying wretch, 'we wouldn't have no luck
after playing It that low down on Bill!'
So I presume Bill lies under the stone.
"Well, all I have is in this venture.
The old farm paid for the Island
Queen
if I don't get back in
All my
time to prevent foreclosure.
staid New England relatives think me
Easy to start from the breakfast table with
mad. A copra gatherer I A fine caand enthusiasm, but how easy is it to
zest
reer for a minister's son I Well, when
keep
on? Does ambition last, or lag, as the day
I get home with my Spanish doubdevelops?
to
story
loons there will be another
Peter
tell. I won't be poor crazy
The afternoon "slump is a factor to be countAnd Helen oh, how often I
then.
upon, in business or social life.
ed
wish I had told her everything! It
was too much to ask her to trust me
Usually, there's a reason.
blindly as I did. But from that moNerves whipped by tea or coffee won't keep
ment I came across the story In grandon running, and they won't stand constant
diary by
father's old,
whipping.
the way, the diary habit seems to run
in the family a very passion of seMany a man or woman who has wished the
crecy has possessed me. If I had told
would be as bright as the morning has
afternoon
Helen, I should have had to dread
simply been wishing that the nerves wouldn't
sleep
sweet
she
even
in
her
that
have to pay the natural penalty for being whipped
might- - whisper something to put that
with the caffeine drug.
ferret, her stepmother, on the scent.
Oh, Helen, trust me, trust me!
Postum gives a breakfast cup of comfort and
"December 25. I have a calendar
cheer, without any penalties afterward. There's
with me, so I am not reduced to notchno "letting down" from Postum no midday
ing a stick to keep track of the days.
drowsiness to make up for midnight wakefulness;
I mark off each carefully In the calno headaches; no nervous indigestion; no increase
endar. If I were to forget to do this,
of blood pressure.
two,
even for a day or
I believe I
should quite lose track. The days are
Think it over. There's full satisfaction in
so terribly alike
Postum a cup of comfort for anybody (the
"My predecessor here in the
children included), any time.
business, old Helntz, really
You can get Postum from your grocer or
left me a very snug establishment. It
your waiter today, and probably youll begin to
was odd that I should have run across
him at Panama that way.
have better tomorrows, as so many thousands
have had, who have made the change from coffee
"Christmas Day! I wonder what
tbey are all doing at home?
to Postum.
1

copra-gatheri- ng

(TO BE CONTINUED.)

Cleaning Marble.
To clean marble mix with water
five parts, of soda, two and a half
parts of powdered chalk and two and
a half parts of pumice stone (powdered) ; spread on the marble and
wash off with soap and water. The
consistency of the mixture when applied should be that of a thin paste.

Postum cornea In two forms: Instant Poetum (In tina)
made instantly In the cup by the addition of boiling water.
Postum Cereal (in packages of larger bulk, for those wbo
prefer to make the drink while the meal is being prepared)
made by boiling for 20 minutas. Sold by all grocers, '

Postum for Health
"There's a Reason"

The

Spanish-America-
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POULTRY HOUSES SHOULD
- BE TIGHT ON THE SIDES
Housing of poultry is an artificial condition, but it is necessary
if winter eggs are desired, according to the poultrymen of the
Agricultural College. The house
must be comfortable and supply
plenty of fresh air. This is accomplished by leaving one side
of the house open for ventilation.
The other three sides must be
tight or there will be drafts in
'the house., Drafts will cause
colds to develop in the flock,
which will continue until croup
is prevalent. ' Poultry producers
should see that all open cracks
are covered in order to prevent
colds from starting as they are
to drafts in
generally tracáble
'
the houses.
r
.

WHAT DOES IT MEAN?

For years the Taxpayer's

As-

sociation has been calling attention to the deplorable 'situation
as to tax collections. In 1918
and 1919 there seemed, to be
some improvements, but a, review, of-trecord shows an
alarming pyramiding of unpaid
taxes. The amount outstanding
and uncollected upon various
Hnt.ps iirp found tn lie as follows:
May 31. 1917
$ 1,444,624.28
2,230,996.40
Oct., 31, 1918,
3,065,835.74
Oct. 31, 1919
Nov. 30. 1921
4,351;947.53
By counties the total uncol- . lected taxes, for the years 1921-19'are as indicated below. The
amounts for Catron, Harding and
Hidalgo Counties are estimated.
Forthe other counties the figures
are taken from reports: of county
he

:

2Í

treasurers to the State Tax

Com-missio-

1

;

-

County

"

Bernalillo
.. Catron ' .
Chaves
Colfax

Amount Uncollected
166,778.98
90,000.00
276,809.36
206,245.33.
,
138,536.70
54, 673.21
215,638.43
142,770.04
136,523.10
' 203,Q04.72
13,491.03
12,792.64
-

Curry
De Baca
Don Ana

'

,

Eddy

Grant
Guadalupe

Harding
Hidalgo
Lea
Lincoln
Luna
McKinty
Mora
Otero
Quay
Rio Arriba

8.204.59

San Juan
San Miguel
Santa Fe
Sierra
--

44,509.83
80,422.93
66,057.61
117,453.85
136,211.95
70,512.68
202,830.23
47,825.75
141,070.66
218,599.14
426,235.74
252,384.17
38,129.09
302,684.88
74,952.13
69, 795.47
230.023.29
166,816.00

.

.

'

n.

-

Socorro
Taos

Torrance
Union
Vaiencia

'
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NINE SUBMARINES GO TO

GLADSTONE

PUBLIC OF A SCHOOL DISTRICT MEETING TO VOTE
.
BUREAU PRESIDENT
- ON THE QUESTION OF IS
SUING SCHOOL BUILD- At the annual meeting of the
ING BONDS
State Farm Bureau held in conW. H. PATTISON MADE FARM

junction with the Extention conference this week, the following
representatives were present:
W. H. Pattison and J. A. Wallace, Curry County; E. T.' Stevens and W. A. May, Otero County; J. S. Bowers,, Bernalillo Coun
ty ; C. W. Curry, Chaves County;
Anderson, Union County;
C E. Rigney'and
F. E. Lester.
F. J.
Dona Anna County. Mr W. H.
Pattison was unanimously elected President of the State Bureau
for the ensuing year.
,

Bleco,

BOTTOM

...

Com in this locality is practiWashington, Jan. 14. Nine of
cally gathered and the farmers
are preparing for the shelters." Uncle Sam's 'old submarines have
Bennie Gibbin is in, Oklahoma just ended their careers by serSchool District No. 4 of Hai djing on a short business and pleasure ving as targets for the guns of
County. New Mexico
the destroyer squadrons attach
trip.
- A large crow.d - attended the ed to the Asiatic fleet. A. brief
. .Public Notice is hereby given dance on New Years Eye at the cablegram telling of the comple
that a special meeting of the le- large community hall in which tion ol the target practice which
gal voters residing in School Dis- school ia being held this, winter. had been going on during . the
trict No. 4, of Harding County, Mr. Hunter, the manager, en- past two weeks was received toNew Mexico, has been, pursuant gaged the ladies orchestra from day at the Navy. Department.
to law and the action of the Coun the state normal university at
Eight of them had months
ty Board of Education and the Laa Vegas which was enjoyed by ago been decreed worthless and
Board of Dirctors of this dis- all.
placed out of commission. The
v
trict, called for and the same will
Work on' the state highway A. 2. A. 4, A. 6, A. 7, and B. 2,
be held on Tuesday the 21st., day from Clayton to the Colfax coun- were taken off the active list on
of February A. D. 1922, at the ty line is making steady progress December 12, 1919. The A. 3,
Solano School House in said Dis- and it is said that it will be com- and B. 3 were declared obsolete
trict, at which meeting there pleted by February first. , The July 25, 1921. and the B. 1, join
p?So uons o; poiuiqns eq im location of the. highway on the ed them on December 1.
voters the toilowing question : west end which has been hangCoincident with the passing of
'Shall the County Board
ing fire for some time has been these old boats, ten S-- boats have
of Education in and for the established through Gladstone arrived at Cavite and have re
County of Harding, State
instead of a mile north as was placed them with the Asiatic
of New Mexico, borrow monThis con- fleet.
being contemplated.
ey for the purpose of erect
The safe arrival at Cavite
troversy caused deep concern
ing and completing one
mong the residents of Gladstone marked the end of a journey of
school house within and for
and all are pleased with the final more than 13,000 miles.
, District No. 4 of the Coun-t- y
settlement.
of Harding, by issuing
Mr. and Mrs Ed Lanier have OLD BUT VERY APPROPRIthe negotiable coupon bonds
retrned from a holiday visit
ATE
of the District in the aggrewith Mr. Lanier.'s parents at
?"
gate amount of $25,000.00
Belle Plaine, Kansas. They reAdvertising Jingle'
The ballot box for the recep- port a pleasant trip and a splenwas
an old geezer
There
tion of ballots, upon said ques- did visit.
he
And
a lot osense,
had
of
hour
opened
at the
tion will be
He
up
business
in
started
8 : o'clock in the forenoon of said
cents,
eighty
On
dollar
Near
a
of
Reorganization
the
day in said place and will be kept
New The dollar was for stock and
and
Arizona
in
Relief
East
&
the
closed
will
be
open and
eighty for an ad,
hour of 5 o'clock in the afternoon Mexico with the object of con- Brought
him three lovely dollars
offices
two
state
solidating
the
in
used
of said day. Ballots to be
day,
by bad!
In
a
Headquarsaid day. Ballots to be used in into a Southwestern
bought
more goods
Well
he
has
Pheonix,
in
ters,
located
voting upon the question will be
space
more
little
to
a
according
.And
completed,
been
disof
the
f umished by the clerk
system
played
And
he
that
Southwestern
FWillis,
Charles
trict to the judges of election, to
With a smile on his lace.'
be by them furnished to the Director of the relief organizacustomers flohked
The
tion.
at
voting
voter
voters. Each
To
his
Mr.
states
future,"
"In
the
said meeting shall deposit- - in
soon'
And
he had to hustle
Near
work
Willis,
"all
of
the
the
whereon
the ballot box a ballot
regular
store
a
New
For
Relief
Arizona
and
in
East
the
written
or
be
printed
shall
Up
square
on
the
throwill
Mexico
be
conducted
words "For the Bonds," and the
Where people pass,
words, "Againsfthe Bonds." and ugh out local headquarters Room
shalll indicate his approval or 20, Central Building, Pheonix, He gobbled up a coaner
That was all plate glass,
disapproval of the proposition Arizona. We have felt for some
He
fixed up his windows
of
the
time
the
elimination
that
oppo(X)
a
placing
by
submitted
New
With
the best he had
effect
,
would
office,
Mexico
site the group of words on his
a. abou,t
in
all
them
And
told
economy.without
it
a
considerable
choice.
ballot which expresses his
'
e
ad.
the effectiveness
No ballot will be received by diminishing
the judges of election unless the sf our efforts to reach the peo- He soon hadem; comin g-quit r
An he never, never
person offering the same shall ple of the Southwest in. behalf of
be a legal voter residing in saic the thousands pf homeless and And he wouldn't cut down on his
ads on iit.
starving ' wanderers in the Near
school district.
:.
East-And
he's kept things "hummiag
district
of
the
The members
appeal
which
from
comes
"The
in the town every since "
school board will act as judges
everybody calls him
And
Eu
the
of
countries
Southeastern
any
of said election, and should
Merchant Prince.
rope
The
meet
been
such
has
to
as.'
the
at
absent
be
judges
of the
" '
;
opening of the polls the judges with the hearty support of many Some says it's luck
But that'd all bunk..
present will appoint a legal voter interested people in Arizona and
New Mexico, and' ia this state in Why, he was. doing business
to fill the vacancy.
When the times were punk!
In Witness Whereof, the Coun- particular the response has giv- had to purchase
Peopleaverage
'fair";
Arizona"
en
a
through
'íérjf
Education
ty Board of
Ameramong
states.
list
of
the
'And the freezer, was wise
the directors of said School Dislib
everywhere
given
have
icans
For
he. knew the way tó get 'em
County
of
trict No. 4 of the
Was to advertise : ,
Harding, State of New Mexico, erally to this great work, but the
has caused this notice to be post- need today is greater than ever
ed as required by law, this 13th., before. We have already been
assured that the clothing contriday of January, A. D. 1922.
buted from this district,; during
II. R. Johnson,
the past summer, has replaced
Clerk.
.'
the rags which formerly ' cover
(School District, Sea!)
the undernourished bodies of
3cores.of little waifs for- .whom
POSTMASTERS WILL CASH there is no room in the orphan-ige-
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DECLARATION OF INDEPENDENCE
WAS NOT SIGNED ON JULY 4, 1776
:

This is only one of many little known
facts developed by the research which
preceded the publication of the series
of articles on Our Government, how being
distributed without charge to the friends and
patrons of this Institution.

If you will call we shall be glad to add your
name to our mailing list to receive the
You incur no obligation.

entire-seri-es.

THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK'

'

-

0 rfii

n

$

Capital and Surplus $60,000.00
MSYIBll

rERKll.VL UKíBKVK BVtfK

" A g33d bank far

ejirjon "

NEWBERRY WINS OUT IN FOR RENT: A nicely furnished
CONHIS SENATORIAL
room, will rent cheap. Downstair
TEST
room. Enquire of A. F. Chavez
east of J. E. Brown's home.
Washington, Jan. 12. The sen
ate late today in a preliminary
HAY FOR SALE
vote defeated an amendment offered to Senator Norris, RepubI have Grama Hay, Blue stem
lican, Nebraska, to unseat Tru: and Cane Hay, will sell it baled
II. Newberry, as senator bundled or loose, see or write:
man
Michigan. The amend- -'
from
i
r
n
ment was to the Republican resolution declaring Senator Newberry entitled to his seat and TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN
paved the way for a final vote on
Having dissolved partnership
the case.
The vote for the Norris amend in the firm of Judy and Gibson,
I have purchased the interests of
ment was
A. vote was then taken on the Forrest Judy and also have takDemocratic resolution declaring en over, all accounts. Those in- '
:
debted to the firm of Judy and
the seat vacant.
The Democratic resolution to Gibson will please call and settle
declare the seat vacant was al at once.
.
P.T.Gibson.
so defeated by a vote of

.V.-

a

'

46-4- 4.

-
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46-4- 4.
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Be sure and hear Dr. F. S.
If you want to trade your N.
Tucker,or
the famous lecturer at
Mo.
a
in
Farm for farm
the Christian Church Saturday,
Ark., write or see me.
J.B.Pr j:teu, Mills, N.. M. January, 28.
M.

-

.

s.

outstanding thrift
stamps

.-

.

.

The following is an extract
from a bulletin issued from the
office of the Third Assistant
Postmaster General, on December 29th.
"After December 31- -. 1921.
Thrift Stamps outstanding may
be accepted by postmasters at
'
25 cents each when affixed to
not
any.
number
in
thrift cards
over" sixteen to the card, on account of the purchase price of
Treasury Savings Certificates
new issue, and $1 Treasury Savings Stamps, .or if the holder desires they may be cashed at face

$ 4,351,947.53
Total
The percent of taxes collected valueby postmasters from posreve- tal funds.
1
for the years
.
,
.,
nues are shown below, the cóun : Heretofore it has beén the practies being ranked upon this tice of cashing thrift stamps
basis.
when presented in full cards, and
County
Per Cent
the new ruling makes it possi96.34
Grant
ble to cash them whether the
'
Lea
94.13
card is full or not. Some persom
i Quay
94.68
who have but a few of these
,94.57 stamps will be benefited by this
Curry
93.15
ruling.
Roosevelt
91.53
; 91.28
' The fourth number of the LySierra
ceum Course occurs Saturday
90.58
Torrance
January 28, and wilt be a; huMcKinley
89.85
morous lecture , by the well
,88.48
Luna
known Dr. Tucker. If you have
86.69 . not secured a season ticket. Get
Caves
-'
86:46
De Baca
it now !
'Eddy'
85.73
85.34
Colfax
Wm. Schoenerstedt prominent
Valencia
84.92
business man of Mills was in Roy
84:40
San Juan
Monday' attending to ' business
Dona Ana
'83.20
matters.
80,87
Guadalupe
79.96
Otero
"Mrs. Nix 'of: Rosebud is stay79.31
Mora
ing .with her daughter, Mrs. W.
75.11
Socorro
L. Russel of this place.
75.05
Santa Fe
74.89
San Miguel,
Joe Ballard, a prominent ranch
74.84
Union
man of near Albert, was" ii the
Taos,
72.33
city Tuesday' transacting busi'
63 ..23. ness and trading ysith our aárer- Rió Arriba
1920-192-

.

"

'

"In spite of the efforts of
the terrible condition
in the Near East is becoming
more difficult to overcome. Our
organization is now maintaining
175 orphanages, 40 clinics and 36
hospitals, and is sheltering and
feeding over 100.000 orphaned
children. There are 226 Near
East Relief workers in the strick
en districts, and many other
missionaries, teachers,
etc., who are assisting in the
work.

"It is gratifying to know that
not less than a million people are
alive today Vho would have died
had it not been for Near East Relief. It is to save the lives of a
million more starving Christians
hat our local office is bending
its efforts to serve the people
of the southwest in connection
with their contributions to this
worthy cause.
"We have arranged with every
bank in the state to act as our
agent in the collection of funds
so that no one need experience
any difficulty in arranging his
contribution. Checks made payable to the Near East Relief, at
Pheonix, through any bank, either in Arizona or New , Mexico,
will be sure to reach us."
.,.

-

?R. Lopez) Deputy 'Co. Clerk
was in Roy on business Monday
from the County Seat.

OURPRICES
Are not in every case the
lowest, but when the qual
ity of the article is taken
into consideration it will
be found that cur stock
is priced as low as possible, consistent with value
and real worth.

S. E. Paxton

Grocery Company

.

:

--

Mrs.Edgar Floershqim is spending, the .week .with her parents
in Wagon Mound.
'

.

--

.'

.

Sandoval

X843

m orphan fat

.

"'

p

'

the Floersheim

Merc.: Co.,

store

Roy, U in the dty today on
business connected with the
Wright damage suit now before
the court. Raton Range.

at

I

V.

The Spanish - Afapficaa. Roy.

I!ar;ng Cosnty,

'''".

'
Report of condition of
ABBOTT NEWS
"BANK OF ROY"
;
SoTFloersheim, F. Iyey "' and
on
Dec.
FloersKeim were visitbusiness
of
close
Melville
at Roy in the State of New Mexico, at the
late Saturday even
'
in
ing
Abbott
:
31,1921.
v
ing.
,
iU .4
RESOURCES
,
:

No. 85.

Janftary 211922.

New Ilexico, gatBfda
i"
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den upon tax payers. Butínów;
we" see that we can and thát the
additional burden is more than
justified by the increased bene
fits derived therefrom.
Wre lay no claim to being an
authority on agriculture. In fact
we are perfectly willing to ad
mit that we know but very little
about farming. And yet like the
old maid, who generally has very
decided opinions on the bringing
up of children, we have our ideas
of how this fanning business
should be conducted and imagine
that we can see ,as great many
mistakes that the average farmer makes. Now it is our opinion
that a couple of wheat failures in
succession would probably be the
best thing that ever happened to
the Mesa farmer. Of course,
like a serious surgical operation
it would be very painful and trying time for the patient. But
we believe that all of the suffering and hardships would be
more than repaid by the benefits that would ultimately accrue. Wheat farming is a lazy
mans game. He can hustle
in the fall of the year, hog
in a few hundred acres of wheat
crank up the jutney after about
thirty days and gad about the
country for the next few succeeding months and get down to
business along about harvest
time, get the wheat harvested,
thrashed and the ground again
fessed over, and carelessly plant
ed in wheat again and take an
other vacation until next harvest time, But it can only last
a limited time. ,The country to
get- - down to permanent fanning basis has to drop the exclusive wheat farming idea and get
into diversified farming. Some
corn a few acres of fo.ge crops
some, livestock, and a little of almost everything consumed on
the farm so that the farmer prac
tically! raises his own" ljving at
home, and for ready money spar
es a part of the different crops
to the.t)utside world. This may
be but a theory and not practi
cal to the mesa farm but we have
noticed that those farmers that
came the nearest,to carryjngut
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Weil! That 'khir looked " for
snow or rain has not arrived yet
so we .Solano people just keep-ogrowling from day to dáy and
all the time- hoping that- Mr.
Weatherman will ' comé by and
by and insure us "biscuits" for
anot) tr year.
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Dee Johnson áridí sister 61
$
Loans and Discounts
Clád Ranch were shopping
Iron
34514
....Unsecured $..345.14
Overdrafts Secured
'
town
..
in
Bonds and securities owned and unpledged. 837.91
If it gets much drier the chickR". McKee and son
n
J,
Mrs.
83751
Total Bonds, Stocks, .Etc
ens,
feathered ones we mean, will
Prayer meeting Thursday night
are' spending the 'i week iln
2,818.25
.
Furniture and Fixtures
to be soaked up before they
have
parents
at
thf Union Church was well atvisiting
her
Tucumcari
3,000.00
Other real estate owned (other than banking house)
can be watered, like the old fash'
tended.
Mrs.
Mr.
E.
Fausnacht.
and
5,174.48
Net amount due from Banks and Bankers
ioned stave tubs,
The young Deonle enjoyed an
Ben Floersheim manager of
86430
Checks on other banks in same town as reporting bank
A traveling representative of
old
fashioned "Candy pulling"
the
Ranch
is
spending
Jaritas
5,910.34
.
Checks on banks outside of same city.
the Continental Oil Company has
attending
in
the
the
hospitable home of Mr.
Denver
in
week
300.00
Cash Items
been stopping a few days in town
and Mrs. C. E. Robertson. Many
1,417.02 stock show.
for
Coin and Currency V
lepairs
while .awaiting for
interesting games were played
Mrs. W. Tripplette and daugh- his
116,829.93
Total
car which went out of commspent
'til someone announced "The
ter Mrs. Vern Knedler
LIABILITIES
ission-just
before reaching
candy is ready to pulh," and then
30.000.00 Saturday afternoon in Mills town..
'
Capital Stock paid in
,
to the kitchen many rushed re,
J
3,000.00 visiting with Mrs. Spencer.
. ...
Surplus Fund . . ;
The Hotel Mesa is solving the
turning with blistered and burnAbbott Mercantile Co., is
363.48
. .$
Reserved for taxes
local domestic problems, by having hands, NoinV seriously burn363.48 shipping out two . car loads of
Less current expenses, interest and taxes paid. ...
ing an employment agency from
points.
ed, however, and the fun continto
Texas
beans
54,538.48
:,
Individual deposits
'
ued, 'til a late loui. when the
Mr. and Mrs. Henry motored Denver supply them with a new
Cashier's checks
1,000.97
dining room girl. We haven't
to
evening
Saturday
Roy
crowd
to
left declaring they had
late
$55,539.45
Total demand deposits
had 'the time of their lives.'
spend Sunday at home, return- learned her name yet but have
2,927.00
Certificates of Deposit ...
been trying to indue our wife to
If a sliaiigcr had happened in
Total time deposits
2,927.00 ing Monday morning to continue make
a trip to the country sc
school,
house.
'on
on laut hivvday night
our
the
work
obligations
payable,
including
Bills
representing
thev wcu'd have declared they
Joe McKee made a trip to that we could take our meals al
money borrowed
25,000.00
of the hotel for a while.
uci f, away iiinvn in Texas after
Total
S116.829.93 Mills, bringing back a truck
Morcan-tilgazing on the many "42" games
gasoline for the Abbott
busy
now
State of New Mexico, County of Harding, SS.
The plasterers are
Co.
that were in progress. Some
on the finishing touches to Dr.
We Henry W. Farmer, Vive President, and R. II. Bentley
great interest is Hinp
Bob Anderson of Dawson was Daniels new hospital building on
Casheir of the above named bank, do solemnly swear that the
late in this game but we are una visitor between trains Satur- West Main Street and the Dr. ex
statement is true to the best of our know-ledgand belief.
able as yet to decide who is
day.
pects to be moved in vithin a
champion.
short time. He has commenced
Henry V. Farmer, Vice President.
the
of
one
Davenport
Our, weekly Sunday night sinWm.
and almost finished a small
R. H. Bentley, Cashier.
ging
was held last time in the
Gladstone farmers was in Roy on
building on the hill east of
Correct Attest:
home of Mr and Mrs. C. Newman
business Monday afternoon.
town where he will erect the
M. N. Baker,
A large crowd was present and
large permament hospital buildR. Kilmurray,
many
new songs were practiced.
nerves
the
strengthens
Tanlac
ing. This small building will ser
Henry W. Farmer,
J. W. Mackey and L. M. Living
.Directors.
and brings back the normal state ve as a camp house for the laston made a business trip to Roy
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 5th, day of January 1922. of health through its effect on borers while erecting the large
Wednesday.
the
of
nutrition
and
appetite
building.
the
(SEAL)
frank L. Schultz.
Dave Livingston and, Elsie
body. Fairview"Pharmacy.
My commission expires October 28, 1922.
,The new home of Sheriff SpiWhite shocked their wives and
Notary Public.
vey and wife was a scene of a
many friends Monday by hauling
NOTICE
musical party on Monday
little
a big load of wood. Surely hope
Sheriff Spivey was up from
Mr. A. L. Collins and wife of
What have you to trade for a night which was greatly 'enjoy
this, will not prove disasterous to
the County Seat the latter part Nome, Alaska, are visiting at the
good automobile?
d by those present. Among the
their
health, and looks.
of the week transacting business home of Mr. and Mrs. Irvin
n
F. S. Brown. ",; fortunate ones enjoying the spi- connected ;with his office.
v Mr. and Mrs, II.
of Mora. ' Mr Collins is well
vey. hospitality was Messrs ílerh- spent Sunday m the home of Mrs z
known here and is the owner of
Mills
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and Winters, Mr. Brown arin
of
. E. Northcutt of east
and Mrs. Ed. XJrace.
iic r?sH
Hugh CTeary.FaJeral Farm' considerable property in Roy.
"
was a business visitor in Roy the wife, Mr. Wynne arid wife, Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. R..LYarbrouo-Loan Inspector,' was in Rioy and
first of the week. We under Isabell Brown and Mrs. Conlen.
spent Monday . evening in- - tüé
vicinity during the past week
home of .Mránd Hrs. -- Coldiron
specting several farms o'rfivth& .; Ralph Hazen and Tell Bradley stand that Mr. "Northcutt and Light refreshments' frere served
ojf ,the Bradley
neighborhood Verna Kenoyer- have traded anu a gwierai goqo ume enjqyea.
of Wagner District.
mesa for Government loans.
i
were business visitors in th city farms in which Mtf Kenoyér gets
Oscar Stephens has rented the
Cottlngh'am
The
Brothers
are
Mo:
and
.v.
Mr. Northcutt
Doc Pierce: farm afld.ích. ní1
Mrs.:R: E. Atidredge left Wed- Wednesday.
having soirtéthíng' of family ré-has
nesday for Denver ' Colorado,
,),r;M",
'ii
Tihion
..'
"'y.j
át Springer and Mosquero. this fine of wrk, werfiithe most
plac near
one of:Roy Kronerr .u
where she will spend : several
Kalph;has
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at
been
for
Successful
long
J, A. Mclntoshprormnent far
in
Well
the
run.
VÍ Dill V
weeks visiting frfends arid
some time and Walter has held we have aired our views on farm- ous merchants was a business"
mer pf Beap l)ivid was$he city
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'
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SON'
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t
lumber yard at ' Mos- - ing any-hoWe don't expect visitor in Solano, Friday
Wednesday.
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pe led .around and Mr. Rusael Cot- by the waX;ihiS;happcjned
'If the'pótíle who have' taken
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42nd.,
the
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line of
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ed and we found him to be 'as
was visitinflr in.- nat urally .the little
hi single fileV this granel
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L.
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as
be
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of the boys.
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DKSelf Afras' in" attendance and the reát
The. American continent froriT
past WftVi i lépórtó fn'otir and;!bábe doing to be pirepared fot tite worst we New York to San Francjsco ond on the; sickest
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mcftíy. teíiiikes: a YáMly "of finally tasked just how many extend over 3,000 miles into the
: Fresh bread every
Á Bill-íaes doúghnuti
tiiore of thé bbys there'weiie and
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Pacific Ocean, Fairview
.'
was
were'
one
assured
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this
that
were
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néy and we.li;',that.each
exceedH.Mayberry:
ttíem become great statesman; the last. We regret
borne.
Ii
bakefy. goods' made to order in quantities tq
Cojigratulatíons Mr,- - and Mrs. ingly. They are a fine .bunch
rreemaH Bros, are digging
;
C: A. Smith laaáger of the basement for the new
and we peed more like them. ,
'
Courtney.house. v ' '
'
justify. All made under clean sanitary condi- Wilson Co., of Mijls was in Roy
The
given
dance
at the homév:
Mr. James England, popular ón
business the first of the week. of Mr. and Mrs. H.-- ; W. Davis ::: 7;
lions. Give us a trial, and help a home indusCompany Clerk, who has
Give' nature a chance. Take Wilson
January 14, was "enjoyed by all'
been ' absent for. several - days,
Tanlac, natures own medicine.
try. We are compeled to operate on strickly
present.
The dance lasted until '
having been called tothemills: to NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Fairview-Pharmac''-,- ,.
a
hour.
late
Lunchfwas served
store-.ubasis.
help out in the big
'cash
."
!..h.!U
by th host afíd hostess. All went '
there for a while is now back' at
of the interior
home tired but joyous of the '
Meyler Gibbs fell backwards Mosquero and the entire store
.U.J3. LAND OFFICE at Claygood time they had.
while plavnng on the school seems to have freshened up, brig
'New Mexico,
C. J. Kershner-waground last Friday evening and htened up and livened up just on ton a business "
January 13,1922. wisitor in Mils Tuesday.
'
dislocated his right arm. At pre account of his return. At least
herebygívén
NOTICE
is
that
along
nicelj
getting
sent he is.
he assures us that such is the
M. Brown, of Mills Hard
and will soon be able to be back fact but upon closer examination Thomas
Co. N. M. who on" September,
ing
n school. '
ATTENTION FARMERS
we found that the real cause of 9,1919, made Addl. Homestead
it was a new coat of naint on entry. No. 026237 for Lot 4, Ei2
' Cornbelt thorobred stock
the interior of the building, new SWI4, Sec 19, SE 14 SEi4. Sec.
positively out of the best
shelves and a new arrangement 21, SW14; Sec, 22, Twp. 21 N.
herds in the U.S.A. Duroc
of the stock and a new porch out Range 25 E., N. M. P. Meridian,
Jersey Hogs,' Poland China
in front. . Any way the appear- has filed notice of intention Ao
Hogs, all big type and from
ance of the store is rivatlv im make Final Three Year Proof, to
Sires weighing 1000 lbs and
proved and Jimmie's smiling face establish claim to the land above
""
'.";. '
helps the general essemuiy con- described, before F. H. Foster, 'up.
.
I can furnish vou añv
siderably, '"'';- ris-ivfU. S. Commissioner, at his office
of dairy cattle that
breed
We have been looking over the at Roy New Mexico, on the 8th.,
you
want,
at pnces you caii
'
1922.
new1 tax rolls and doing a little day of January
afford...- ;.
.
names
as
witnesses:
Claimant
figuring and calculating in
Get in the thorobred
AdolBixby,
V.
E.
O.
Arbogast,
to same. Now as' nearly
for, a few dollars
as we can figure it out the price fo Montoya, B. F., Misner, all ' of
while prices are at rock botMexico.
New
Mills,
of our new county will be about
tom, and make yourself in11. 11, EliKUiT,
a third increase in the amount
'
dependent in a few years.
Register.
of our taxes. That is roughly
You need better dairy catsneakine- the man who naid one
tle
and hogs, and more of
hundred "dollars in taxes hereto--,
them on this mesa,
Mr. and Mrs: J. E. Busev and
fore will pay about one hundred son Leslie of Sedan, left for their
Leo M. Wagner, '
and thirty three dollars this year
Address me at í
Monday after having spent
home
in the new county. However, all
Gilbertsville, Iowa.
several days visiting with Kay
of this money will be used at
family.
and
Busey
home. You' will get value reknow
will
and
that
it
ceived for
it is being used to your own inRepair-part- s,
terest and if nipt you can havé
the satisfaction of appearing in
the county seat and making your
kick without making a long overcounty
.
land trip to a
(Incorporated and Bonded.)
very
sever-l- v
once
We
were
seat.
t
ABSTRACTS. FURNISHED PROMPTLY ON ALL
"criticized" for havinv. said in
;
" LANDS IN HARDING COUNTY.
:
the columns of the Spanish Amer
meeting
of
icain, just before the
"
the legislature, that we were not
'
Insurance f. all kinds.
yi' ,
''t ':
sure whether or not we. needed a
given to examining titles.
new.county under present' condi-- ,
'
: .."
:
Conveyances.'
.,
tions of high taxes and that wy
V .
TRUCKS.
SON
SAM
AND
AUTOMOBH.ES
we
not
didn't know whether of
AGENT FOR CHEVROLET
Could properly support one with
out it being too much of a bur i7-96,162-4- 9
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Contributions to the "con SPECIAL MASTER HANDLES
The followbff statement 13 J3- RE- sued by Collector of Internal science vf find": 'of the Southern ; $10,000 IN DISPUTE-A-S
SULT OF A DIVORCE
Revenue, B. C. Hernandez, Dis- pacific Company ranging in
imount from $.03 to $75, during
trict of New .Mexico.
ciinr,lif i'pH. for filinsr. individual he period from 1907 tol921. in
Las Vegas, N. M; J?in.l2. Appointment of a new special masreturns of inco&ie for tlrcalen-da- r vasive amount to $1,164.67
COMPANY, Inc.
lne contributions came from ter and resale of real and persoi:
year 1921 of $5,000 and lsss
,'.y...-- , ,;
(Bonded) ;
.', 'vr"'-'
'
will be available .. Wednesday, ooth, patrons and employes of al property belonging to Annk
,
Jan. 18 at the office of elect- :he Company. A Bakersfield, 'Robertson and John W. Robert-Calif.e,
residents sent in $1.53 toisón of near Roy, may be the reor of Internal Revenue,
'
Mew Mexico. ,.A copy .over the additional amount due suit of an entanglement to then FAIL TO RESPECT. PROFERTY
and Efficient Serftw
will be mailed to taxpayers who :he railroad as a result of his 13 financial affairs since their di
Great Body of American Need EduWe are ready to make your Abstracts now.
last year filed a return, but fail- vear old boy riding from Fresno vofce some time ago. ;';.'
. j
cation Concerning Proper Uoage
co Bakersfield
on
a
not
half
Brown
F.
S.
does
,appointe(,
was
fare
form
the
receive
to
ure
of Public Places.
relieve a taxpayer of his obliga-tion- n cicket. An employe in Los An- special master to dispose of the
geles
receivproperty,
refunded
he
on,
$5.13
valued
on
time
at
return
Ai
to file a
$10.000.
W. R.
Manager
The tnrnfal n;a!:e-nof rfien nnd
ed as a result of overcharge on the sale, Mr. Robertson bid $23
r before March 15, 1922. The his
.'.ornen who Kctitter'pniwra iilong tlie
Mosquero, New Mexico.
expense account.
per acre for the land, and his 'ilslircitids, wlio (r.imple down gi'oiiig
form has ben reduced from six
Three
stamps.,,
one
cent
were
wife
former
bid
was
are
which
She
$22.
of
two
pages,
.Tops,
fnrtiwra'
who breiik ilmva
to four
devoted to instructions which received from a man who un- awarded the bid, but was unable .fences, and viio nre. ri'Hiiisihle taiJ
should lie carefully read by the knowingly rode free from Mel- to raise the cash ; then the la"nc íuiTinindinR mir wimdland streams
It a boadwork of tmniito rr.ns Is
taxpayer before filling in the rose to Havenscourt .. on the was declared sold to Robertson, wit
easy to iindorslnnd,
jnito
Ruoh
n
Southern
A
line.
who also failed to complete the
Pacific
blanks. A study of these instruape merely primitive iqdivldualisfs.
'
conpurchase.
$50
sent
because
her
difficulctions will greatly lessen
riiey bave jiot yet ndvuuced !u
Mr. Robertson is about 68
ties hereto fore encountered in vence troubled her after she had
to' n point wlir-rtbey can
correctly making out the return. illowed her 6J(, year old child to ears of eg? .and his' wife ' h (MiaUze tlie property rights- of others.
Tliere Is .inotber gruiip of wnyfar-rOn page 1. under the head oí ide free from Misoula, Mont., tc many ye o.vs your.gr.
wliioli, fiinu'h allied closely to the
"Income" are spaces for report- 3an Diego, Cal., and return.
From Portland, Oro..' 80 was
LOOPHOLE lirst.'.wc lintli di.sll!:e ai d cannot nn
ing the following items : salaries,
lcrstand. Tills is the group wb!."h
come from partnerships, fidu- - ontributed by a man who said
ift only seytterH refuse ovrr prlvnte
.
..u;.,
j...
i
two
had
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.i..
barrel cover?
.ie
As it becomes increasingly dif- finds.' but ufo lea'-a trail, wlilch
profit (or loss) from business wned by the company into the ficult for private industry to filió runs may read, over tbe land
'teloiiflns to rities slates nnd the
from sale of real estate; profit larys River.
IF you
nance itself due to the vast
see
"When I was á boy," write?
A piiblle r'ifk, whether It be
(or loss) from sale of stocks,
of money that are being
Klamath Falls, Ore., man, "I absorbed by
the Irer.
bonds, etc, ; and other income.
bonds lit a triangle of grass at
Mesa
Elevaof three village streets, or a
ui2
Beneath are spaces for entering 'ook a free ride from Gazelle to of the government, states, coun- :eef!or .meadow
In the
down
set
land
ollins
Montague,
Cal.,
I
enclose 20 to ties and cities, pulTIc demand is
deductions, such as interest and
lieart of a irreat city, or a forest re
Cash pe id on
taxes paid during the year; loss over the fare."
more insistent that the
;eh'e of a hundred thousand neres of
A number of men who had
by fire, storm, shipwreck, or
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'lie .national domain, is property to
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Not only does industry suffei vhk'b ei'ch nod every one oí us has
the Company. Many but the government is losing :ni Inalienable rlht. To scatter trash
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;
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Everything we sell, Guaranteed.
Wi C. Hooper and

J. W. Thomp

son were in Mor, Nolan and Wa
gon Mound several days the past
weelc closing the contracts for a
schoojjhoiise'in each of 4h above
mentioned Mora County towns.

.

J. E. BUSEY COMPANY

It was the community spirit In play
as well as In work, the spelling f
Melville Floersheim is in Trini
matches and singing schools that
i-Colorado this week
add,
made the life of the pioneer tolerable.
The Country Life association
has
found the way to Jead the people back
Joe Woodward of the Liberty
to the soil In thus providing communneighborhood,
who was seriously
ity comforts end community atouse-roeht- a

y

-

'

'.

:";:.:;"-:

,.

Ray Smith, undersheriff of
Harding County was in Roy
Thursday attending to businesi
7i connection with his office.
G. R. Raadle of Mosquero vic

burned by gasoline several days inity was trading with Roy,mer.
ago, is able to be about again.
civnts irst week.
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BRADLEY

WILL

H." HAYS LEAVES CABINET TO ACCEPT JOB AS

THE DIAGNOSTIC EDITOR

And yet we are still waiting
tor that promised storm.
To
School is progressing splen
'
í
v
didly under Mrs. Jay Bradley the
new teacher.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Morford
Washington, D. C, Jan. 14
Most successful business men owe their success to the Will Hays will
called at the'Authur Hazen home
postresign
as
'""
Savings Account Habit.
master general and accept the Sunday.
Mr. Ed. Grace was out in the
offer of the adviser extraordiCULTIVATE IT EARLY IN LIFE
nary to the moving picture in- Bradlay neighborhood on busi
dustry and become a sort of Jud- ness Friday.
Mr. and Mrs. Dave Livingston
Deposit a dollar or two each week and see how rapidly it ge Landis for the film business.

The Only Road

DIRECTING HEAD OF
U. S. MOVIE INDUS

Success

--

try

:

Announcement that Mr. Hays called on Mrs. Don Bradley Sun
will retire from the cabinet was day.
Mr. Ralph
Hazen and Mrs.
We will open an account with you for as low as $1.00
made at the white house today,
accompanied
Morford
Mrs. Sache
President Does Not Object.
We PAY 3 PER CENT INTEREST ON TIME DEPOSITS
to the
Mrs.
Morford
daughter,
s
twenty
After a
minute confer
ence with the postmaster gener train Friday. She has left for
al, president Hawing said he her home in Texas after spend
NOW IS THE TIME TO SAVE
could not well interpose any ob ing a few weeks with her moth
jection to Mr. Hays s retirement er and other relatives. Her
to become head of a "National many friends are sorry sh had to
Association of Motion Picture hurry off and hope she will come
again soon.
Producers and Distributers'.
Capital and
Mrs. Lysle Hazen and family
The president personally gave
Surplus
spent Sunday with the Heath
out th following statement:
$36,000.00
at Pleasent View.
The postmaster general and I family
Tell Bradley was ltf Roy on
have been discussing at consid
Friday.
erable length the proposal which business
T. A. Rice is progressing nice
has been made to him to become
head of a national association of ly after his long spell of illness.
Mr. and Mrs. Authur Hazen
and
HAVE YOU FLOWERS IN I Cappers' Weekly, Cappers' motion picture producers
took a nice ride to Solano Sat
ii the arrange urday and visited friends and relFarmer and Household. All 3 for aisuiDuters.
YOUR YARD?
$1.00 a year. In clubs with your ments prove to be, when the de atives there. They are so. proud
..'i
avorite magazine at special rates tails are worked out, what it to be aunt and uncle once more.
Flowers around the houes Lowest club rates on all leading seems to be, and I cannot well They visited
the fine daughter
interpose any objection to Mr.
Cause the place to look more hom magazines.
Mr) and Mrs. Chandler Moore.
of
nke. Roses do well in many R. S. Wood,
Roy, N. M. Hays retiring from the cabinet
Mrs. C. Driskil has been on the
to take up a work so important.
parts of the state, altho some
sick list this week.
varities are better than others.
It is too great an opportuni
WANTED
Mrs. Jim Beem visited
ty for a helpful public service Mr. and
Occasionally some of the first
C Driskil home Saturday.
tho
at
Washings
ironings,
and
chargbuds in the spring blast and do
for him to refuse.
Mrs. Oscar Murphy haá been
not open properly. Sweet scent- - es reasonable. Phone B. 151
Sorry to Lose Him.
bothered
with a severe cold the
?d flowers are the most tender
"I shall be more than sorry to past week.
., '
plants. Varities which hare done
him retire from the cabinet
have
M- - L. Woods was in Roy on
We
clean,
dye
and
all
repair
your
?rell at the New Mexico Experiwhere he has already made so busin3ss last week.
ment Station and tried out by old clothing.
a record, but we have agreed
fine
you
Fivnk Smith and Ralph Hazen
give
If
will
a
you
us
trial,
rach rose growers as Mr. F. É.
to look upon the situation from were in Solano Wednesday.
will always be satisfied.
Lester and Mrs. John McClure
the broadest viewpoint and seek Don't forget church the 1st.,
CITY TAILORS
are the American Beauty (deep
the higest public good."
Sunday in Fedruary and Bro.
.red), Ulrich. Brunner, (cherry Galvanized lárd
Mr. Hays made this statement .' Bumott will Ie the one to deliver
cans
any
size
red and the Paul Neyron (red)
; '
With the president's consent the services.
recognized as the best of the hy- you want. Roy Tin Shop.
I have decided to undertake the
Mr. White was in the Bract-brid perpetuate. Of the Hybrid
you.:, don't know, what you work suggested by the mdtion ley community fn business Sat-If
Teas, Lady Hillingdon (fine
picture producers and distribu- ui'day.
want
; x
- ';
Kaiserine Augusta Victoria find read the S."... A. You will tors. No contract hás been exMr. and Mrsi. Jay. Bradley
in
it
there.
'White) Madame Caroline Test-recuted as yet. I am assuming, spent Sunday with Mr. arid Mrs.'
(pink), Etoile de France
of course, that a satisfactory Smith near Mosquftró... . 'V
NOTICE
rich velvet crimson) , Wm. R.
contract will be possible and one
M3. Aspgren lSi CCjdying life
' .Smith (pink),
Milady (red), and
which will make certain the car-- , now in .her new yM. 'equiped
you
any
hnvo
If
coal
be
to
de
Winnie Davis ( pink) are among
rying put of the Mgh; purposes
.Mr. Apgién hajs. jus
rlhe most satisfactory. The Bri- - livered in Town, I will do- it for contemplated by this great in- room.
' ''
finisl
d
them.
, ,
you
75
cents
per ton.
at
desmaid (bright pink) Papa
dustry.
manager
.
...,',.,'
now
Mr
Aspgren
,
is
I will deliver any place hi the
crimson), The Bride
of the Mill-a- t SoIanóaad is hard
(white),' Sunburst (yellow), and town of Roy for the above
at work there,-- ' We; hope Mr.
The way of a jbfly
J Mamef Francisca Kruger (but- - price.
'as
is it? Dr. Tucker will tell you Aspgram will like,
THE CITY DRAY.
ter yellow) are among the better
harrias
people
the.,
as.
well
lit
F. J. Seidel, Prop.
January 28.
r roses. .
manage..
.
,
'' Roy, New Mexico.
j
will grow.
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BANK OF ROY

A contemporary gives the fol
lowing advice to its. delinquent
you have fre
subscribers:
quent fainting spells, accompani
ed by chills, cramps, corns, bun
ions, ihilblains, epilepsy and jaun
dice, it is a sign that you are not
well and liable to die any minute
Pay your subscription in advance
and thuá make yourself solid for
a good obituary notice.;
new house hear
FOR SALE--Th- e
the depot. One room, with nice
porch ; Will sell furnished or unfurnished, also have 6 or 8 head
of good milk stock.
See Gray at depot.

'

FOR SALE BY

Roy Trading Co.

NOTICE

I have on hand one New Chev-ol- FOR SALE Cane and macaroni
Touring Car 1921 which has spring wheat.
never turned a wheel.. Will sell J. A. Wright on the G. O. Cable
for $300-0Farm Í! miles south of Roy.
F. S. Brown Motor Ca
et

0

E. F, HENRY

'

COMTRACTOll
Cerrent, Stucco and Plasterer
ROY, NEW MEXICO
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WELDING
DISC ROLLING
AT THE OLD STAND,
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WITH THE LIBERTY
GARAGE

J.

D. Wade,
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ready to serve 'yourin' our best capacity.
We havé' receiyed

COYÓTEjÍND TÍfAP THEIVES CIVILIANS' ;.CAN"K .WEAR.
CLOTHES OF SOLUIEES

SALE

High "grade player
piano J 00 recpjdsivvThiV one' of
the best pianos in the. country. Several people wished" that some
Also various other pieces' of fur- one would catch' thV coyotes ftr
the Kansas Valley and around
niture. See GráyátDejot.
fire big lake. Bill antf T haw been
FOR SALE CHEAP, sir cyf. catching- them, but some miseraendar Oakland Roadster far A I ble sneaking thief shoots; and
ondition will sell for cash or part takes them from oar traps. We
cash and good bankable notr. For will reward anyone; thiat wiB
further particulars ; see RV F efve ns informatiert as to the
Shaya, Roy, N. M. Will self also g3ty parties, and? we- also caukeep at
Six Room Home just completed'. tion the guilty ons-twe
when,
where
aacf
sight
our
of
you
homes
are
interested in
If
see me and I will give you good' are trapping.
Carl and Wm". Wfcsdoirfen.
terms.
'
I
R. P. Shaya, Company-- 2 P.
ROR

!

folio' viHgr.summary' of wftat'may.
and ; vfeat may not 'be.wortIi"wa3
givei , vat Saturday by the. local!
officers of the deparEment, o&
'

of

'

'

;

new-Ford- ,

parts, also tires and other accessories. Bring
us your' repair. work and let us- - giiarantee'. it.''
Our work must be right and our customers':?
'.'
must be" satisf iedih every particular.

Fe letal officers haver: received;
instr. ictíonsv to. see that .the law.
agair st the wearing byj civiliana:
of di tinctive parts of &my nm-form i must be enf orcadi The;

justiocr

for-- ;

Having taken over the Garage which was
merly .known, as the1 Beck Motor Co.; we

--

;GasoIirie, Oils and

Greases

The Roy Garage

!

overcoats; witH the ong?
inal buttons must- not fee worn
but way be used whejau th.e butr
tons are removed, and the cut is
altere or the gácmená is: otliíeí
wise changed m appeasrancev.
. . . Remove HaKd.
Army hats, may be; worn, but
the regulation cordi must, be re
'
moved.
,
Ai-m-

Heyen

&

Bowman

Proprietors

.....

M

Army shirts aad shoes may
worn without ny changes
whatever, many thousands of
these have been sold by the
government to the public throu
second hand stores.'
As to other parts of soldiers'
uniforms, they may or may not
be worn, according to whether
or not they are distinctive.
be

,

.

Time for what?
The right time to get your stock in
shape for spring work.
Le Gears, International and other lead
"in bíands of stock foods and condition
powders will do the work.
you will ialso find the best poultry
powders and egg makers. Get your hens
to laying well while egg prices are up.

4

EAIRVIEW PHARMACY
The Roy Drug Store
it.

'
vi-

-

O. GIBBS,

Prop.

!

Service

Have, vou a sood farm for
trade for irrigated land in Colfax

Is the

;

County.... ..'
If so write me what you have.
J. B. Procter, Mills, N. M.

d

When your automobile starts balking,, then
is the time to bring it to us,

FORD PRICES TO DROP $15
TO $60 A CAR MONDAY

cm fix it

We

Detroit; Mich.,- Jan. 14 Ford
prices will be cut front $5 to
6Q, on the opening of business
Monday. January 16, according
to WJ. Ryan, general salesman-ag- er
for the Ford company, in a
statement given out tonight.
The schedule of cut was given
to him today by Edsel Ford over
the long distance' phone from
New York, he said.
-

'

Your tractor should be overhauled for the
next seasons run, bring it to us.

--

We can fix it
In fact anything in the line of engine work
that you would like to have worked over,

We can fix it

Will do nursing anywhere on
the mesa. Maternity cases preferred.- I am a practiced nürse
with several years expreience.
- Call or write Lula Dunn, Roy,
- ;;
New Mexico.
.

C. E. Anderson and wife and
ctuWren of Mosquero spent, the
first of the week with relatives
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you mention till
firm lolow.

Potentialities of Western Canada
, Abundantly Proved.

secured If
puper when writing

SKKVIC13

Eastman Kodaks, Cam
Film and Photographic Supplies. Film
developed, 10o a roll.

at International Live
Stock Exposition Show What Land
It Capable of Producing.

Prizes Taken

eras,

j

Mall orders solicited.
Catalog mailed free. ,
1STH ST.
rVRA) O i)fMJfl
nvfr, Colorad

cokfrk ani

SPICKS.

I'rr.Hnr Prior,

on Coffe

umpU, pint-SPICI
mid. THE SPRAY COFFEE
CO.. 31t sod Mulut SU., mow, kou.
Send

$1.00 for

ARMY GOODS.

Anilrrnon Broa. Arm
iTsauilng in sray goodi

.

Free

lesr

and

Nay

Stole

amp tquipwui.

na

tittlof (roa Miran

store,
413 N. Union An., Pueblo.
Cheyenne, Wyo.

Aripihot St., Denier.
1817 Capitol An..

iMt

H.()lVf;llS
PUK Al, I. OCCASIONS.
Park Floral Co.. 1643 Broadway.
a

Xi.J U Trn
0 Dtotr Mota
KODAK
EASTMAN
626
trz-ir- k

AMD

KODAK

Tkt

FINISHINB.

Miterlsli Cmtuy.

COMPANY,
Sixteenth Street, Denver, Colorado.

N
JKWKI.HY CO.
and Repairing. All orders promptly
attended to. Eat. 1879. 16th & Champa
I'l.KATIAia AND MUTTONS.
HOHN-ALLK-

Mfgr.

iiuTTniwYoi
beuuUtcuIn.

eoiered bullón toa but1523 Stout, PenTef.
Write for free catalog.

foe belt pleating,
ton holee.

WEDDING and Birthday Cakes, Dinner
Favors, Best Chocolates and Bon Bona,
packed to ship anywhere.
Write for
prices and circular of suggestions.
Mfra.
BAUlt'S,
of Heat Canille, Denver.
CHIKOPKACTIC
H. J. MEREDITH. D. C, 810 Interstate
Trust Bldpr. Free Consultation,

Commercial inquiries answered and
information gladly furnished without
cost. Address any firm above.
Children.
Has Twenty-on- e
Newark, N, J. Mrs, Mary Cásale of
Newark, widow of Charles B. Cásale,
former New Jersey assemblyman, who
died Nov. 19, gave birth to her twenty-firchild on New Year's day. it was
shown when a birth certificate for
Jeremiah Cásale was filed with the
Eighteen of the
Newark city clerk.
Cásale children are. living, the eldest
being .26, and only three have married.
Df the three who are dead two were
twins, born in 1919. Their birth was
made the occasion of a "freak" session
of the lower house, In which
Assemblyman Cásale was spurred into
making his first speech of. his political;
st

.

,the-,late- "

career.
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Forty years ago the first sale was
made of lands acquired by the CanaThis Is but a
dian Pacific railway.
short span in the lives of many, and
there are those who look back upon
that period as it being but of yesterday. Yet when one glances back it is
to marvel at the accomplishments of
that period. One of the most striking
of these is the progress that has been
made In Western Canada since that
day, forty years ago, when an official
of the railway placed his signature to
the document that gave possession to
the new owner of a section of land.
This was the first sign of the wealth
that In time would be added to the
wealth of the world in forty years,
this single section, of land being the
base upon which the future"would be
built. The potential wealth was but
in embryo; today it is a' big, living
reality. Among the many things that
reveal this, may be seen the winnings
made by Western Canada exhibitors at
the International Live Stock show held
in Chicago in 1921. These were so
marked in their number asto give to
the world the American world a
splendid idea of the excellence of the
products of the farms of the new but
rapidly developing country lying to the
north of the international boundary

In

the state.

Rear Admiral Gleaves Retired.
Boston. Rear Admiral Gleaves hag1
retired as an active- officer of. .the.
United States navy. In relinquishing
his post as commandant or tne Boston
years
navy yard he ended forty-eigh- t
of service. He was in command or tne
first convoy which carried American
troops to Europe during the war.

University Gets War Collection.
Lincoln, Nebr. University or Ne
,
braska has received the first consiga
ment of what is said to be the most
' valuable collection of war implements
ever made in the United States. The
collection is a gift from Gen. J. J.
Pershing, who brought many of the
pieces from the Philippines.
-'

S1.935.00O for Air Mail Service.
for
With provisions
Washington.
the air mail service eliminated, the an
nual nostoffice appropriation bill, car
rylng approximately $554,000,000, was
favorably reported by the House appropriations committee. .As drafted-ba subcommittee, the measure provided
1.935.000 for the air mall service dur
ing the fiscal year beginning next July
1. The full committee, however, in ap
orovine the bill, struck out this sec
npi.rt
.fal narai In the manfliirA
is $24,707,976 less than the appropria.

y

MOTHER!

Southwest

News

From All Over

CALIFORNIA

New Mexico
and Arizona
(Western Newipiper

Colon Newi 8errtcl.)

Clayton, N. M., has let 'the contract
for grading and curbing the main
street of the city, and the work will
be started at once. The cost will be
over $5,000 when all the work Is completed.
Six hundred and four persons were
married in San Miguel county, New
Mexico, during the year 1921. The records at the office of the county clerk
show that a total of 302 licenses were
Issued during the year.
The macadimizlng of the new road
between Demlng, N. M., and Mongolia
station has been completed and la
said to be the
open to traffic. It-ifinest stretch of highway In the entire
s

state.

line.
The results of the exhibition
according to the Manitoba Free Press,
that in live stock and grain exhibits
the three prairie provinces of Canada
made something like 150 winnings.
Every animal sent from the province
of Alberta won a prize. Exhibits In
eluded Shorthorn and Hereford cattle
and Percheron and Clydesdale horses,
heifer got fourth place
An Alberta-brein a class of eighteen, outstanding Individual. In grain, Alberta made simply an astounding record, securing the
sweepstakes for oats, and eight or nine
prizes before even the American exhibitors secured a placing, and while
the grand championship for wheat
went to Montana, tlie prairie provinces
took 23 out of 25 possible placlngs,
The first prize for alfalfa seed' was
awarded for seed, grown at Brooks,
Alberta, In competition" 'with 43 entries.
Alfalfa-growinin Western Canadá
has been Increasing by leaps and
bounds, and this victory will give It
and the dairy Industry, which Is al
ways linked with It, a further impetus.
In live stock classes alone 'Saskatch
ewan had sixty entries and took 'sixty- four ribbons.
.The.winning of the grand champion
stallions by
ship for Clydesdale
Saskatchewan horse, for the second
time In succession, was almost excepHe was bred on a Western
tional.
Canada farm, .fitted and prepared for
exhibition there, .and able to win over
horses shown from the studs of men
who have' unlimited money to spend
on the' breeding and preparation "of.
their exhibits; This is proof positive
that the farmers of Western Canada
are not only in a position to breed
their own horse power, and that of a
very high quality," but to breed horses
that will be saleable In any market
of the world.
Manitoba takes just pride in the fact
that a Percheron stallion, first in his
champion,
class and Canadian-brewas bred' by Vance, of Crandall, Mani
toba. Manitoba took 64 places outside
of the grain exhibits.
'
When all is said and done, the real
triumphs are the wins of both live stock"
and grains actually produced In the
great Canadian provinces.
Commenting upon the enterprise of
agriculturists of Western Canada In
sending exhibits to the International
Live Stock exposition at Chicago, the
New York Herald in a recent Issue
said : "Western Canada Is encouraging
diversified farming in a way certain
to bring an Increased flow of dollars
into the pockets of agriculturists, who
at one time devoted their energies exclusively to the raising of grain crops."
'
Advertisement.
d

.
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New Use for Antique Eggs.
"Good morning," said and English
housewife to her grocer. "I'd like an
other dozen o' them eggs you sent me

tions for the current fiscal year and
$24,735,691 less than the amount re
quested by the budget bureau.
yesterday."
"Folks ilke 'em; ehT" observed the
U. 8. I Financial Center.
shopman.
thejinchal
WaRhlneton. America is
"Never mind the folks," she retort
lenged Goliath of the financial world,
ed. "I want 'em for a special pur
Crissinger,
R.
D.
report
of
annual
the
pose. They're going to get me let off
comptroller of the currency, made on a quarter s
rent."
From a heavy debtor
nnhilc shows.
Are you going to offer
"Indeed!
nation in 1914 she has emerged the your landlord some appetizing pan
greatest creditor nation in the world s
hostorv.
Her banking power during cakes?" exactly,"
she replied. "You
"Not
the intervening seven years has In
way. He's comln' round
creased nearly 85 per cent and her Sly see, It's this
morning for the, money, so If I
200 banks can marshal cash and cred this
'em and hide 'em In our back
crack
its estimated at more than $48,200,000,
yard, it's ten to one he'll cry quits
000.
about the rent, .thlnkln' it's the
drains." Boston Transcript.
Ford to Build City.
obDetroit, Mich. If Henry Ford
tains possession of the Muscle Shoals
Rub Did you enjoy your vacatlont
project In Alabama he will take immevery mucn.
me last
jjud
diate steps to make that part of the minute I couldn't go. ai
South one of the Industrial centers of
the country. The Muscle Shoals plan
of Mr. Ford contemplates one or tne
greatest undertakings in the history of
Industrial America, it became known,
i
and includes development of the pror
exarty as a model and the eventual
tension of the system to other parta of
the country.
.
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Is reported that nearly 100 houses
In Aztec, N. M., are now using the
gas from the well of the Aztec Oil
Gas will be used to light
Syndicate.
and heat the school building as soon
as the piping is completed.
Harry E. Vernon, county engineer of
Maricopa county, Ariz., and a brother
of Guy F. Vernon, chairman of theJ
Maricopa county board of supervisors,
was found dead on the rear seat of his
automobile on a road four miles east
of Phoenix. It is believed that he died
from an attack of acute indigestion.
That long staple cotton will become
one of the principal crops of the Pecos
valley in New Mexico is indicated by
show, the success made on the Irrigated

g

Fall Buys Big Ranch.,
Carrizozo, N. M. One of the biggest
real estate deals in .this part of the
state for. some time was. closed when
the Harris ranch, known for many
years as the Three Rivers "Land and
Cattle Company property, was pur
phased bv Secretary of the Interior A
R. Fall. The Dronert.v has one of the
finest orchards in the state, a large
acreage of alfalfa and many acres of
......
H m ivnn
i ,wt : Tti i n.iti al il
not glyen, but it is, supposed to be
large as the ranch Is one of the most

valuable properties

OF WEALTH

SPANISH-AMERICA-

It

FIG SYRUP

Hurry,' mother I Even a sick child
loves the 'fruity" taste of "California
Fig Syrup" and it never falls to open
the bowels. A teaspoonful today may
prevent a sick child tomorrow. If constipated, bilious, feverish, fretful, has
cold, colic, or if stomach is sour,
tongue coated, breath bad, remember a
good cleansing of the little bowels Is
often all that Is necessary.
Ask your druggist for genuine "Cali
fornia Fig Syrup" which has directions
for babies and children of all ages
printed on bottle. Mother I You must
say "California' or yon may get an
Imitation lig syrup. Advertisement
A

with strong, healthy tis
sues, and build up increased energy and vital
ity should try taking
--

M
JAW i
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pharma

"Yes, madam, I understand the busi
In theory and In practice."
"Very good. I wish a hair net."
Louisville Courier-Journa-

ness thoroughly

l.

rf

VITA-

-

'

health-buildi-

Cuticura Soothea Itching Scalp.
On retiring gently rub spots of dan
druff and itching with Cuticura Oint
ment.
Next morning shampoo with
Cuticura Soap and hot water. Make
them your everyday toilet preparations
and have a clear skin and soft, white
hands. Advertisement.

MASTnjST

Ar. Po.JbVeJy Goawnteed
to Put On Firm Mesh,'

fVlll40Kllf arih.

Skin and Increase
Energy When Taken Viih
Every Meal or Money Back

Y CAST

Hickory In Autumn.

Hickories are trees with bright yel
low foliage that are decorative In the
autumn landscape, says the American
Forestry Magazine. One or another
of the numerous species Is native in
all sections of the eastern half of the
United States.
farms this year. The staple Is said to
have done the best in the Carlsbad
project where It Is sold for from 26 to Important to all Women
31 cents per pound and most of It avReaders of this Paper
eraged a bale to the acre.
The total gress production of the
Thousands upon thousands of women
mines of Arizona for the year 1920
was $102,086,366, according to figures have kidney or bladder trouble and never
it.
furnished the State Tax Commission, suspect
Women s complaints often prove to be
Gold, silver, copper, lead and all other nothing else but kidney trouble, or the
metals mined here are included In a result of kidney or bladder disease.
table of counties compiled by the com
if tbe kidneys are not m a healthy con.
mission. Gila county is ctedlted with ditioB, they may cause the other; organs
'
-- .'
the greatest production in the amount to become diseased.

little Mastin's

MON with their meals.
Mastin's VITAMON is
tiny tablet containing
highly concentrated yeast- hump
"'
SHOULDER: 3
vitaminea as weu as tne
f
UST
two other still mora imSHOULDERS
portant vitamines (Fat
Soluble A and Water Sol- ble C). It banishes pimples, boils and skln'eruptions as if by mario, strengthen!
the nerves, builds up tbe body with firm flesh and tissue and often completely
rejuvenates the whole system. Quick, gratifying resulte. No gas caused.
II you are thin, pale, haggard, drawn looking or lack energy and endúranos
take Mastin'e VITAMON two tablets with every meal. Then weigh ana
measure yourself each week and continue taking Mastin's VITAMON regularly
until you are satisfied with your gain in weight and energy.
value of Mastin's
IMPORTAHT1
While the remarkable
hat been clearly and positively demonstrated in cases of lack of
eruptions, poo
akin
indigestion,
constipation,
anemia,
energy, nervous troubles,
' complexion and a generally weakened physical and mental condition, it should
not be used by anyone who OBJECTS to having their weight increased to normal. .
Do not accept imitations or substitutes. You can get Mastin'e VITAMON
tablet! at all food druggists.

cist?"

'

n
folk
Thin or
who want to quickly get
aome good, firm, solid flesh
on their bones, fill out the
hollows and sunken cheeks

i

Particular Customer.

you an experienced

"Are

With Firm. Healthy Flesh, Increase Energy and Beautify the Com
pleodon Easy and Economical to Take Result Quick

VITAMIN!
TABU.I

CINUINti

eiraiji

.

i
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of $31,855,079.
Tombstone will soon' have" the. largest school band in the state of 'Arizona, according to the plans of Profes
sor Tilford of the Tombstone- schools;
pieces.
The
It will have fifty-onschool board contributed to a finid for
the purclmse of some of the more ex
pensive- pieces, while the parents of
the members of the band will buy the
e

-

'

.

;

Much excitement prevails around
t
Vaughn, N. M., over,
that the
the.-fac-

may suffer pain in tbe back, head
ache and loss of ambition.
. Uses. Radio Telephone.
Poor health' makes you nervous, irrita
Only One Friend Left
ble and may be despondent; it makes any
The fire department chief in a New
Marlorle was three years old when
one so. i '
brother was born, and was jealous Jersey city has equipped his automo
But hundreds of women claim that Dr. her
bile, with a radio telephone to enSwamp-Rooby
restoring when anybody paid any attention to able"
Kilmer's
him to keep in touch with head-'
health to the kidneys, proved to be just the newcomer, for she had received all
.
quarters at all times.
.'
the remedy needed to overcome such the attention before'.

;..?.'

conditions.
Many send for a sample bottle to see what
the great kidney, liver and
bladder medicine, will do for them. By
enclosing ten cents to Dr. Kilmer &, Co.,
Binghamton, N. Y., you may receive sam
xou can
ple size bottle by .Parcel Tost,
purchase medium and large size bottles at
all drug stores. Advertisement.
Swamp-Root,-

contract has been let for the first deep
test well for olí in this part of the
state, anil many believe that Vaughn
,;--,
An Allusion.
will be tlie centerf one of the biggest
your
"I
hear
father alludes to me as
geolo
In
Several
state.
the
oil fields
gists have gone over the ground and, a pup."
"Not exactly.. Cholly. not exactly.
according to their reports, the outlook
He did threaten to send for the dog
for commercial oil Is good.
you Keep nanging
however,
Exports through the port 'of Nogales, catcher, Louisvilleit Courier-Journuaround."
$568,571,
.In
December
totaled
Ariz.,
and imports. $112,i)16r according to the
Important to Mothers
monthly réport of Collector of Cus
Examine carefully every bottle of
toms. Charles L. Fowler. Exports and pastoría, that famous old remedy
imports at other border points for the for infants and children, and see that It
l.

month follows : Douglas, exports, 234,
598 ; Imports, $3,240 ; Naco, exports,
$98,853 ; imports, $31,845 ; Yuma, exports, $3,649 ; Imports, $88.
If the jilans of the city commission
era of Albuquerque are carried out,
four bond issues will be submitted to
ihe voters at the coming spring elec
The projects include a storm
tion.
sewer system at a probable cost of
$85,000; extensions of the sewer sys
tem at a probable cost of $40,000 ; the
erection of a new water reservoir at a
probable cost of $50,000, and the building of a sewage disposal plant at a
probable cost of $115,000.
Wolves are reported to be doing
much' damage to live stock In the Mayhill district of the Lincoln National
forest In New Mexico, and local ranch
men are offering. a reward of $100 per
scalp for the animals.
Suit to condemn approximately 190
acres of mining claims in the Winfield
mining district along Cave creek to be
covered by water which will be im
pounded by the construction of the
dam across
proposed flood control
Cave creek, was started In the Superior Court against the Amalgamated
Copper Mining Company by the state
of Arizona, Maricopa county, the city
Irriga
of Phoenix, the Paradise-Verd- e
tion district and the Salt River Valley
Water Users.' Association.
Ó. C. Parker, president of the Arl
zona Good Roads Association, has Just
Issued a call for the annual meeting of
the association to assemble at Nogales
Jan. 23 and 24. Governor Thomas E.
Campbell has accepted an invitation to
be present and address the gathering.
Among those who have been Invited
to be present and speak are Governor
General Angel Flores of the state of
Sinaloa, Mexico, and the Hon. Thos.
H. McDonald, chief of the bureau of
public roads at Washington.
.
A letter received at the office of the
at Douglns,
Chamber of Commerce
Ariz., from John P. Carroll, president
of the Hidalgo county Chamber of
Commerce at Lordsburg, N. M.,. saying
that the contract for building the road
from Rodeo to Lordsburg will be com
pleted within the next sixty days.
According to forest experts there is
every Indication that the lumber business all over the country will soon pick
up, this being demonstrated by the ap
plication for one and one half million
feet of timber on the Datll forest in
"
New Mexico ;
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Signature
In Use for Over 80 Years.
Children Cry for FJetcher's Castoria

One day when her brother was abont
two weeks old, dad was holding him
and calling him pet names which for
merly belonged to Marjorle.
She sat in the corner for some time,
and at last, when she could endure It
no: longer, she burst out : "Nothing will
even think of holding me any longer
.
but the floor."
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FINANCIAL

Perfectly Safe.
Mrs. Sande But if you don't
bays Oltr of Warsaw, Poland. Municipal 10,000
tn th Soclnl Record aren't VOll S9.SS Bond. These bonds pay b Interest on face
and are a lien on tbe entire municipal propafraid they may leave your name outí value
valuation of
erty of Warsaw which has a
M8.0UO.OÜO.
With expected rise In
approximately
Mrs. Rocke My dear, they can t. Huronean exchange
following International Ecoworth many
They have to put me in anyway, or nomic Conference these bonds should beand
full partheir present ralne. For literature
everybody In this town would think times
ticulars address. FOBHION 8BCURITISS
612 Fifth Avenue. New York City.
606,
Suite
their book a perfect fake. Columbus
(S. C.) State.'"'
sub-ewlh- o

pre-w-

DHPAKT-MMN-

-

FOREWARNED

Relief
Sure
II1D1GESTIOII

Is Forearmed

Safeguard your Investments. How much
hare yon lost by not analsing your securities? Send $2.00 for one year's subscription Investment Quest lonalre.
NATIONAL SECURITY CO.
Founded 1888
Blng-eNew York
Building

FOR

After Esthonian Oil.

Belclan Interests are planning to ex
ploit 25,000,000 acres of oil land and
shale deposits In Esthonla and to build
a pipe line from them to the Baltic. .
For Others, Perhaps.
Brown -I- sn't golf exhausting?
White Well, fortunately I'm a little
hard of Rearing.

6

E. Coleman,
Patent Lawyer, Washington
PATENTS Watson
n. 0. Advice and book free.

Bell-an- s

Bates reasonable. Highest references. Bestservloee.

Hot water

Sure Relief

THIN SHELLED

PECANS

new crop; meaty, rich, sweet. SOo lb., F.O.B.
os. 25c prepaid.
Sample
Brownwood.
CAPPS PKCAN FARM, Brownwood, Texas

W. N. U,. DENVER,

25$ and 754 Packages. Everywhere

NO.

.

Taste is a matter of
tobacco quality
We state it as our honest
belief that the tobaccos used
in Chesterfield are of finer
quality (and hence of better

tate) than in any other
cigarette at the price.

Lggttt & Mytri

Tobacco

C.

'J
iri

nH

of Turkish

and Domestic tobaccos blended
--

Lower Prices
20

(Two

now 18c
now 9c
10's-1- 8c)

a-

V-

71

ti

lelo

CIGARETTES
10

a

The

.Spanish-America-

Koy. Hardin? County, New Mexico, SatiiHáy, January 21, 1922.

n.

FARMERS
PROBLEMS

"BIG WESTERN
PICTURE ;

Some things that effect the
farmer, besides weeds in his com
The old wooden slocks used to be
from three to four feet long and
;n a onesomé tone would say,

Saturday, January 21st, 1922
FOR SALE One Ford truck
1920 model equipped with pneu
matic tires good cab and grain
body, has three original tires.
All in good condition. Truck has
been used but very little. Price
fmly $500.00. Either write me
at Maxwell or call and see truck,
R. C. Mitchell.

DODDS

I. C.

UNDERTAKER

MUST HELP THE FARMER
Official, Washington is much
interested and full of confidence
in the proposed agricultural con
ference called for January 2J by
Secretary of Agriculture Wallace
at the behest of President Harding., The employment conference, called by President, did an
enormous amount of good and
idleness has been largely reduced
as n result of the cooperation in
industry brought about by the
exchange of views and educational influence of the confer.''

And
LICENSED EMBALMER

Full line of Caskets alwaysq on ence.. iífty-fiv- e
of the pop
With
hand, also suits and dresses.
forty-fiv- e
and
ulation
urban
but
Calls answered day or night
pointed out1
is
on
farms,
it
the
Phone No. 58
that some means must soon be
Roy, N. Mex.
Foster Blk.
taken looking to an amelioration
of the hardships ' of farm life,
or food products will rise to such
prices as will make national legislative measures, always to be
objected to when passed in the
interests of a special class, a na
tional necessity. That the Agri
cultural conference will produce
4
results, as did the unemployment conference, is confidently
Mills, N. M.
expected in congress.
V

Geo E. Cochrane
THE
AUCTIONEER
Dates at this office.

WHO MUST MAKE RETURNS
OF INCOME TAX FOR 1921

Fire Insurance
:

Ihave taken the agency "for
one of the strongest Fire In.su-- :
ranee Companies doing business
in the State and will be glad to

insure your property against
fire, lightning, tornados etc.
I also insure farm property.
1 appreciate your patronage.
Roy, N. M.
2 F.H. Foster,

r
.

These must make returns:
Every single person with $10- 00 or more net income.
Every married man when hus
0
band and wife's income was
or over in 1021.
Anybody vwith gross income
of $5,000 or over.
: This tax on most neople is called "normal tax." But there
important exemptions. Strike off
0
$1,000 for a single person;
for married man and $400
for each dependent. child under
18 years of age. '1
A married ttián without children,, receiving $4,000 salary last
year, would pay 4 tax on
or $60. If he liad one child
besides his wife to support, he
would pay on $700. or $28.
Thi tax is payable quarterly.
March 15, June 15, September 15
December 15, 1922 four install
ments or all at once.
$2,-00-

,

$2,-50-

FATJO'S HONEY
Fancy Comb

Extracted Honey

:

For sale bythe case'
andja 5 gal. cans ; '

'

Retailed by all
v- -

'

,

$1,-50- 0,'

-Leading Grocers
v'

,

Italian Bees and

(jens

iFatjo Apiaries.
rP.O. Box,

Springer, New Mex.

.

;

;

NOTICE

SPANISH-AMERIC'

AUCTIONEER

I am a graduate from the
Missouri Auctioneering School. FOR
spring
i
I will assure you of service wheat; write or see II. Garzina, 7
miles S. W. of .Roy.
that brings results.
sale
your
cry
glad
to
be
Will
anywhere at any time.
Tanlac is ' appetizing . invig
SALE--macaron-

Col. B. R. Reeder
Roy, New Mexico.

orating and strengthening.

it and be convinced,

Pharmacy.

Try

t airview

President Harding has been Invited
Say! How about that Spring
to accompany tlie Hood Klver, Ore., or summer suit you are going4
post of the American Legion on Its
order. Come in and let us measJtnnuBl climb of Mount Hood next sumyou. We represent one of
mer. Governor Olcott of Oregon led ure
tailoring houses in the
the
best
Legion
In
party
summit
to the
tht
world.
the climb this year.
We can fit a suit for you from
jl..
Have you renewed your sub- M. Bom & Co,s stock at prices

.&.

scription to the S. A. yet? Re- that will supprise you. Give us
tir come in and let us sign you up atrial.
CITY TAILORS
.at once.
, 'miAiStiUL

Published By

THE SPANISH AMERICAN PRINTING

COMPANY

at Hebron and Yulle

Stewart and Cal Stevens are

Entered as

Victims of Fatality.'

second-clas-

matter at the post office in Roy, ÍÍ. M.
Registered August 27, 1912.

s

Raton, Jan. 14. Arthur Kerr,
n
survivor of the tragedy at
yesterday, who was brought
to the Miner's Hospital at Raton
will recover, according to a report f.t .the hospital late this afternoon. A fractured leg. and
severe bruises are the extent of
his known injuries were also sustained, Kerr will make a quick

We get the following from the
W. H. Hayman of1 Amarillo
Texas, who is in the' plumbing Las Veffas ODtic of satnrrliiv
Take your time," but the little
Waterbury now say, "Get toand heating business at that pla- I "The romance of another Nor
ce was in Roy several days this mal school student culminates
gether, get together," All other
veek. Mr. Hayman installed the today in the marriage of Miss
classes of business listened to
heating apparatus in the Roy Billy McCargo'wh wed John W.
the little Waterbury and said 'Do
you sec, what we are losing by
school building which was burn Wootres, in a ceremony perform,
d in the' home of Miss Birdie'
ed a few weeks ago.
not being together?" And into
Adams at the Roberts residence
the pool they went and have been
fattening ever since and fanners
About one fourth o fthe peo 'on Columbia avenue, at noon.
are still listening at the same old recovery.
ple
of Roy will journey to the Only intimate friends of the
Caught in the path of fast ap- County
clocks when he wakes up beSeat tomorroV (Friday) young couple witnessed the certween scary dreams, he just proaching Santa Fe passenger to attend the hearing of the boys emony. A number of faculty
howls like a lost dog. he does not No. 9 at Hebron late yesterday who have been arrested in the members and the fellow students-try to help himself. The bible afternoon, two men were killed booze stealing case.
of the bride have taken much in
says, "Charity begins at home," and a third injured when the car
terest m the wedding , Mr.
and so it is with us, every indi- in which they were riding was
Floyd Ivey is visiting his moth Wootres is an employe of the
vidual has a prat to play, lets struck and demolished. A fourth er at Pueblo this week. Mr.
Santa Fe here".
rub out all of the "cant's" and member of the party escaped beThe bride is the sister of
in
clerks
of
head
one
the
is
write in their place, can, we can, cause he had gotten out to open the Floersheim Merc. Co., Store "Dock" McCarsro of this niara
a gate at the private crossing for
we will, and we will do it now.
and is enjoying a few weks va- and has visited Roy and has sevIt is of no use to cry over spil the car to pass through it.
eral friends here. She was ser
cation.
According to the story of the
led mild, the past is the past,
iously injured last fall when the
the future is what is going to mccident obtained by trainmen,
automobile in which she was
Saturday
Not a dull minute
effect us, and it is not waiting the three men caught m the evening January 28. Bring riding was struck by a Santa
for us, are we going to protect crash and a Mexican boy were
laugher, and hear' Dr. Fe freight killing one person and
ourselves and children? There riding on a hunting trip to the your
famous lecture : "The injuring several others.
are laws that we want to work Hebron Dam, from the mining Tuckers'
Dock says one is sure getting
miles Way of the Jolly Man.
on, they are not all perfect, one camp at Von liouten,
lucky when he can get a new
is, allowing people to shift their from the scene of the accident.
daughter and a brother-in-lain
SEWING WANTED
money, notes, bonds, and securi- The train from the east at Heone day and he is wondering
I do all kinds of sewing see me what the next event will be.
ties fro mone state to another to bron is a straight way run for
keep from paying taxes to them a distance of five miles. The before you have that new dress
there are millions of dollars that men were driving in the car from made. Prices reasonable. TeleMr. and Mrs. Ben Floersheim
are not taxed on account of hav- the east, the same direction in phone 62.
of
Jaritas Ranch near Abbott an
'
ing no law to cover this, or if which the tram was coming:. Mrs. W. T. Weathérill.
nounced
the birth of a little son
'
there is such a law, it is not en Evidently the car, a Nash six,
Hospital last Fri
at
the
Trinidad
staforced, another is to stop money had been stopped behind the
day.
Dr.
nedenthall,
the phy- i
from being law, instead, let the tion for the Mexican boy to get LEGION HELPS ORGANIZE ícian in attendance
reports
moth
people be law, when it comes to out to open the gate that blocks
SALVATION ARMY AT. er and babe doing nicely. Altho
settlings case in court, for in the approach to the tracks.
:
LAS VEGAS
he little fellows birthday happen
No one in the car had evident
stance, if I am accused of a ser- led to be on Friday the 13th., yet;
íous crime the first thing J ly noticed the approach of the
no promises to be even a greater
must do is to hire the best law train and the car was driven Committee Prepares to Make ranchman - than his father or
1922 State Convention at
yer I can find, which will possi- from behind the statidn directly
grandfather. The Spanish Ameri
Meadow City a Hummer
bly be several hundred dollars. onto the main track, where it
can en tends congratulation.
I must do this guilty or not guil- was struck by No. 9 going appro
ty, say I am a poor man I will ximately 45 miles an hour. The
Las Vegas, N. M., Jan. 14
...We understand that arrangehave to sell or mortgage my debris of the car was strung oat Leonard Hoskins Post of the ments are bing made for another
stock or home to get this money, for a distance of 300 yards or American Legion has agreed to badger fight to be held in Roy In
assist-ithe formation of a Sal- the near future; The fight probecause the penitentiary is star- more.
Dr. Kaser, Santa Fe surgeon vation Army post iri this city. bably will be between R. L. Keling me in the face; suppose the
lawyer clears me if I was guilty? was on the train and immediate- Business men of Las Vegas have ler's dog and the undefeated badThere is a criminal turned loose. ly gave Kerr such medical aid as approved; of the plan, believing ger of F. S. Brown.
'
If I were innocent there is a could be administered there and the Army can be of great assistgreat injustice' done to me for the injured man was sent back ance in solving the problems of N. H. Mitchell of Gentry, Arkwhich myself and wife and child- to Raton. The other two men the poor. The Legion boys also ansas," is visiting his brothers J.
will conduct a campaign to fi- H. and R. W, Mitchell of East of
ren suffer who is ...benefitted! were instantly killed.
was
in
Tripp
George
conductor
nance the Saa Miguel County town. Mr. Mitchell's health has
Just- - the, ' lawyer, my 'friends,
there is énough money,' 'orse charge of the train. Engineer chapter of the Red Cross, for been failing him for several mon
than thrown away, every1 year A. Martin was driving in the lo- whicji no drive or membership ths and he. has come west to see
roll call. ,,was held last year. v if he can't benefit his health in
to make lawyers out of throus-and- s comotive and in the cab with him
'
was fireman. Ray Meredith.
To protect the public from
of boys and; girls. '
the. fine climaté of .New, Mexico.
The train crew is positive that
the Legion has instrucI say let the judge, prosecuting attorney and jury say whith- the crossing was whistled for, ted its :membérsahd the people v.Meyiér Gibbs'ceiéWated "his
er, the ,ntá or woman is guilty their posifiveness being due to of .the "xity to extend tto assis-- ; birthday- last ' Saturday eveniiig
men' 'Unless; wfth- a' fine 6 o'clock, 'dinner at
or not. This would stop money the act that the signal block tance to
háve;
should
of the! which several of his friends were
for
out
them
they
as
endorsement
was
it
rot
the
alfrom ieing law, and it would
; "
so raise the standard of people, be, and the whistle was sounded officers of the post.
present: to enjoy the evening
block
and
then
for
the
times
four
more b'óys'and girls could study
with him,,if
f.
call was again soun FOR STATE CONVENTION
law and wealthy people could not jthe four-tim- e
fix-iagent
s
wear a case out of court, there ded lefore the station
The commander of the post, T.
As we go to" press today the
nothing beirfe said on this- - sub ,ed the signal, thus making eight , .
,
hearing of the burning ,of the
11
as the crossing pomii an executive comnuuee
iect congressmen, senators, etov- -. whistle blasts
w- school house in session in Judge
t. Í
ernors and even presidents want was í'.pproacueu.
y
take charge of the entertain- Fosters Court. We will give you
to practice law when their term The trainmen say that the first ment program for the state con- the full particulars next week.
of office expires dont understand sight of the car was when it was vention to be held here next
me to mean that we do hot need seen on the track, and the en- year. The boys expect to make NEW .MEXICO BOYS .WIN.
iawyers like of education of the gineer is sure the car was mov- the 1922 convention the best ever
NATIONAL STOCK JUDGright kind is the cause of a great ing v hen struck, but a section eld in New Mexico, and are orING CONTEST
deal of crime, so lets work for foivnan who saw the accident ganizing a publicity campaign
Alamogordo Team Carries of f;
more and better system of edu- - thought the car had stalled. It to advertise it extensively.
cation and ston some of "the- bis is boheved possible, however,
Honors at Denver Show
leaks and other things like prize that the car having stopped for
Denver,
Jan. 14. Students of'
C.
E.
of
Duval
Conductor
J.
fights and wrestling, let the gate the ate to be opened, had not Tucumcari reports that he will the Alamogodo, N. M. High
fees be so low it would not be pro gottt a up much speed as it was in
the near future install an up- - school won the stock judging
fitable and that would enable a crossing the track, accounting
wireless transmitting contest at the National Western
lot of people to pay more for for the foreman thinkinc: it had station and
that he will then The winning New Mexico team
what they eat, and wear, now we
and other forms
music
furnish
surtwo
children
A widow and
are back to the subject thats
of amusement, as well as news consisted of Lee Simms, G&orge
un;
was
Stevens
vive
Stewart
what we are doing feeding and
Dawdie ad Earl Parker.
a topics of the day, to wireless
The team scores were;:
clothing people and we are not married, while Mr. Ken has.
vicinity.
in
this
'
stations
getting enough out of products wife and one child.
Alamogodo, 1,447? Colorado
Mr. Duval already has a fine
College Prer school,
Agriultural
when we sell them.
home,
receiving station in his
Tanlac Vegetable Pills are sold and on a recent evening, by con- Fort Collins, Colo.,1,258,' and
If you once give Tanlac an hon on a positive guarantee to give necting with the city telephone Lander, Wyo., 1.326.
est trial, you will add your voice perfect satisfaction. Try them lines, concrt music played by an If you want to trajfe your N-to the thousands of others who tonight and you will be delighted orchestra in Denver, was enjoyFarm for a farm, in Mo. or
are praising it. Fairview Phar- to find the results you have otv ed by many of the citizens of Ark., write or see m.
macy.
tained. Fairview Pharmacy.
the Quay county metropolis.
J. B.Pr ;tejj Mills, N. M.'
He-ro-
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I must absolutely collect my
out standing Bills. Those indebt
ed must make, settlement- F. S. Brown.

AN

Wm. G. Johnson,' Associate Editor
Frank L. Schultz, Editor.
Friday,
the
Accident Occurs Late
Subscription $2.00 per year, payable strictly in advance. .
13th.,

ROY THEATRE

THE

TWO MEN ARE KILLED AND
THIRD BADLY INJURED
AS TRAIN NINE HITS
THEIR CAR

MICKIE, THE PRINTER'S DEVIL
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He Has a Good "Forgettery"

By Charles Sugliroe
Wetfrm Nnnpapcff Uruoa

PM
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